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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL 

Introduction 

1. These closing legal submissions are filed on behalf of P D Sloan (Submitter 

934 and Further Submitter 1441). 

2. As a commercial property investor with various property interests in and 

around Christchurch, Mr Sloan has an important role to play in 

Christchurch's future. The success of the Rebuild depends on the 

continued investment in Christchurch by persons like Mr Sloan. 

3. As the Panel has heard,1  successful commercial property development is 

difficult enough in Christchurch post Earthquakes, without the added factor 

of unnecessary planning regulation. The new planning regime therefore 

needs to be as encouraging of development as possible, within the bounds 

of the statutory framework, of course. 

4. The new regime must be enabling, without unnecessary and/or overly 

complicated regulation that adds to the cost of development, impacts on 

certainty of outcome, and makes development commercially unattractive or 

unviable, impacting confidence to invest. 

5. Such an approach is not only desirable for investors, but is a stated 

expectation of the Minister2  for the new District Plan. 

Mr Sloan's Submissions 

6. Mr Sloan made two submissions on the Commercial Chapter of the 

Proposed Replacement District Plan (Proposed Plan): 

(a) In relation to land at Washington Way zoned B3B in the Operative 

City Plan (Operative Plan); and 

(b) In relation to land at Ferrymead zoned B2 in the Operative Plan, 

which is wholly owned by Mr Sloan. 

Washington Way 

1  In questions of the Panel to Mr Sloan, Transcript, page 765, lines 6 — 12. 
2  Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014, Schedule 
4, Statement of Expectations. 
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7. Under the Proposed Plan as first notified, Mr Sloan's land at Washington 

Way was proposed to be rezoned Commercial Retail Park. Mr Sloan made 

a submission which opposed that zoning for a number of reasons. 

8. Since Mr Sloan's and other submissions were filed, the Council has 

reviewed the zoning proposal for Washington Way, and is now 

recommending that the land be rezoned Commercial Core. 

9. Mr Sloan supports that zoning and has therefore not called any evidence in 

support of his submission. Mr Sloan considers the now proposed 

Commercial Core zoning appropriately recognises the existing 

development in and around Washington Way, and provides for further 

development in a way that is compatible with that existing development, 

given its location and proximity to the CBD. 

10. Because the proposed Commercial Core zoning is supported, Mr Sloan's 

submission in respect of his Washington Way land is not addressed further 

in these closing legal submissions. 

Ferrymead 

11. Mr Sloan's submission in respect of his Ferrymead land is more complex. 

12. He is a reluctant participant in the Proposed Plan process, as the operative 

B2 zoning of his land had only recently be confirmed - in November 20083  - 

when the February Earthquake4  struck, and significantly damaged Mr 

Sloan's land and buildings at Ferrymead. 

13. The operative zoning was achieved only after significant effort and cost - 

Mr Sloan has given evidence that these costs were around $200,0005  - 

and in the face of significant opposition from the Council. The Environment 

Court found this opposition to be unmeritorious and without substance.6  

This history of the operative zoning is addressed in further detail later in 

these submissions. 

3  Daubney Trust v CCC C135/08, 6 November 2008. 
4  Earthquake of 22 February 2011 
5  PD Sloan Evidence dated 24 April 2015, at para 19. 

See Emma Jane v CCC 020/09, at para [55], for example. 
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14. In light of the above, Mr Sloan seeks a zoning of his land that is no less 

enabling than the status quo, (i.e. the operative B2 zoning). Under the 

Proposed Plan his land is to be rezoned Commercial Core. 

15. Mr Sloan has concerns with some of the urban design/built form related 

rules that are proposed to apply in the Commercial Core Zone, which he 

considers are overly prescriptive, do not reflect existing built form, and will 

add to the cost of development. The reasons for this opposition and 

preferred alternative outcomes are addressed in the evidence of Mr 

Sloan's planner, Jeremy Phillips'. 

16. Mr Sloan's primary concern with the proposed Commercial Core zoning of 

his Ferrymead land8  is the proposed 500m2  GLFA cap on tenancy sizes 

(Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule or Proposed Rule) for retail activities, 

trade suppliers, food and beverage outlets, gymnasiums, and to a lesser 

extent second hand goods outlets, commercial services and entertainment 

facilities9  (all of which, for the purposes of these submissions, are referred 

to generally as retail activity or retail development). 

17. It is submitted that the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule is unnecessary 

because: 

(a) There is no evidence or other justification of the need for the 

Proposed Rule at Ferrymead, or the actual issue the Rule is 

seeking to address, or how it will effectively address that issue (if it 

exists); 

(b) Rather, the Council's evidence is that no change to the status quo 

is required at Ferrymead; 

(c) Ferrymead has been trading for at least ten years, with no apparent 

adverse effects on Eastgate or any other centre; 

7  Phillips Evidence dated 24 April 2015, at paras 12 and 18 in particular. 
8  Generally referred to in these submissions, for ease of reference, as `Ferrymead', which 
encompasses only Mr Sloan's B2 zoned land, not the wider Ferrymead area. 
9  Permitted Activity Rule 15.2.2.1, P3 - P9 in the 1 May 2015 Revised Proposal. 
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(d) Prior to the Earthquakes, Eastgate may have been in a state of 

decline and/or suffering negative growth, however this is not 

attributable to retail activity at or competition from Ferrymead; 

(e) Eastgate has found its feet again following the Earthquakes, 

whereas Ferrymead is still endeavouring to do so; 

(f) Under the centres-based approach promoted in the Proposed Plan 

Ferrymead is recognised as a centre that must be supported and 

maintained. The Proposed Rule will not ensure this outcome; 

(g) The Proposed Rule is disenabling for Ferrymead: it comes at a 

cost, however there has been no consideration or assessment of 

this by the Council, albeit a requirement of section 32; 

(h) The Proposed Rule will have little practical benefit: it will affect a 

little over a quarter of all permitted retail activity at Ferrymead 

because resource consents are in place for approximately 

22,000m2  GFA of unspecified and unrestricted activity. These 

consents have no expiry and have not lapsed; 

(i) The Proposed Rule does not reflect what has established on the 

ground; it is not a good fit for the site. 

(j) The Proposed Rule is unfair given the recent zoning history of the 

site, in particular, Variation 86; 

(k) Deleting the Proposed Rule or making an exception to it for Mr 

Sloan's land at Ferrymead will not offend the centres-based 

approach, or the settled objective and policies of the Proposed Plan 

and higher order planning documents10. It will be consistent with 

the Minister's stated expectations" that the Proposed Plan adopt 

the least restrictive and complicated approach to resource planning 

in Christchurch. 

18. 	These points are addressed in detail subsequently in these submissions. 

10 The Land Use Recover Plan and the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (RPS). 
Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014, Schedule 

4, Statement of Expectations. 
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19. To be clear, and for the avoidance of doubt, Mr Sloan is not seeking his 

land be identified as a District Centre, or enabled solely for large format 

retailing (LFR), or alternatively, that provision be made for only finer grain. 

His evidence focusses primarily on the need for LFR to be enabled at 

Ferrymead however, as that is precluded under the currently proposed 

zoning. 

20. Instead, Mr Sloan is seeking a zoning that provides for both LFR and finer 

grained retail activity, consistent with the operative B2 zoning and the 

established development on his site. 

Witness Conflict 

21. Before addressing the substance of Mr Sloan's submission it is necessary 

to briefly address an issue raised by the Panel, namely a potential conflict 

of Mr Phillips in giving evidence for Mr Sloan, Marriner Investments No1 

Limited, and NPT Ltd. 

22. Counsel only became aware of this circumstance just prior to the 

commencement of the hearing, when Mr Phillips brought it to counsel's 

attention. Counsel was not concerned by Mr Phillips' engagement by 

these other parties however, as none of the submitters for which Mr Phillips 

is giving evidence takes issue with the other's submission, and the relief 

sought by each submitter is not in conflict or contradictory. 

23. In any event, as an expert witness Mr Phillips' overriding duty is to 

impartially assist the Panel on matters within his area of expertise, and he 

must not behave as an advocate for the party who has engaged him.12  In 

this case there has been no suggestion, nor is there any reason to 

suggest, that Mr Phillips' evidence is not impartial or objective, or that he is 

acting as an advocate for his clients. It is submitted that in these 

circumstances no conflict arises. 

No Evidential Basis for the Proposed Restriction 

24. The Council's evidence in support of the centres-based approach, and in 

particular the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule, is very high level, and it is 

12 Environment Court of New Zealand Practice Note 2014. 
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submitted, reads more like an academic theory than a focussed analysis of 

the issues confronting the different parts of Christchurch and how they 

might best be addressed. 

25. Mr Sloan does not dispute the centres-based approach. As the owner of 

an established centre himself, he supports the approach. Indeed, being a 

Neighbourhood Centre, Ferrymead is one of the centres identified in the 

settled higher order objectives, policies and planning documents that is to 

be supported and maintained.13  

26. Rather, Mr Sloan disputes the proposed mechanics of the approach, in 

particular, the application one of the rules — the Proposed Tenancy Cap 

Rule — to his land at Ferrymead. 

27. It is submitted the Proposed Rule is not necessary to give effect to the 

centres-based approach at Ferrymead, lacks any evidential basis, and is 

not the most appropriate method in terms of section 32. 

28. It is further submitted that the requirements of section 32, in particular the 

requirement to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the Proposed 

Rule, to identify the benefits and costs, and to undertaken such evaluation 

with a level of detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the 

proposal having regard to the potential effects, have not been met. 

29. It appears from the Council's evidence that its approach to the Commercial 

Chapter has been to draft a generalised rule framework, which includes 

labels for and a hierarchy of different types of centres, and then to attempt 

to line up the various existing and proposed centres within that framework, 

irrespective of whether or not it is a good fit for or cognisant of what is in on 

the ground in those centres. It is submitted that in the case of Mr Sloan's 

land at Ferrymead, the proposed zoning, or aspects of it, are clearly not a 

good fit. 

30. In this regard, the Council's focus throughout this hearing appears to have 

been more on preserving the proposed rule framework it has crafted than 

13 See for example Strategic Objective 3.3.7(e) of the Proposed Plan, and Objective 6.2.5 
of the RPS. 
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objectively assessing whether or not it is a good fit or the most appropriate 

approach in any given case or location. 

31. The Council's evidence justifies the centres based approach generally and 

at a high level, demonstrating it is a reasonable planning approach and one 

that is taken by other councils elsewhere in New Zealand, but that is as far 

as it goes. 	It contains no detailed evaluation of the efficiency or 

effectiveness of the proposed rules, or an evaluation of their costs. There 

is no assessment of the effects of the proposed regulation on those parts 

of the community likely to be significantly affected by it, namely the 

property owners and submitters. This is discussed in further detail shortly. 

32. In respect of the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule, there is no detailed analysis 

of how the Proposed Restriction will ensure the hierarchy of the centres is 

maintained, or whether it will be an efficient or effective method in that 

regard. 

33. The only evidence the Council has produced to support the Proposed Rule 

is to say it is a mechanism to direct larger format retail activity to the Key 

Activity Centres (KACs) and to maintain a finer grain of activity in 

Neighbourhood Centres", so smaller businesses are "enable" to establish 

at a more localised level and locate in the market they predominantly 

service.15  However, simply because the Council says it is does not make it 

SO. 

34. It is submitted the Proposed Tenancy Cap is disenabling for Ferrymead, 

particularly when compared with the status quo, under which there is no 

restriction on the types or sizes of tenancies that can establish. 

35. Under the status quo, the zoning of Mr Sloan's land at Ferrymead is by and 

large the same as Eastgate — B2. It is submitted the Council has produced 

no cogent evidence to explain or justify why a different approach is now 

required at Ferrymead. 

36. The only evidence the Council has produced which examines Ferrymead 

and its relationship with other centres specifically is Appendix 8.3 to the 

14  See for example Stevenson's 13 April 2015 evidence, at para 19.16. 
15  See for example Recommendation 3 on page 46 of the Property Economics Report, 
which is Appendix 8.3 to the Section 32 Report. 
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Section 32 report, in particular the Property Economics Report. Section 11 

of that Report is entitled "Centre Overview/Recommendations" and is 

stated as providing "...an overview of each centre within the Christchurch 

market, providing a snapshot of information on its employment 

composition, retail provision, and recommendations for future 

requirements" (emphasis added). 

37. Ferrymead is assessed on page 65 of the Report, where the 

recommendation for future requirements is "retain status quo", and against 

the column "improvements necessary' the answer stated is "no". 

38. The Property Economics Report contains the only specific and localised 

assessment of retailing at Ferrymead. Given the recommendations 

contained therein, it is submitted it clearly does not provide the necessary 

justification for the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule, in so far as that is 

proposed to apply at Ferrymead. 

39. The Council witnesses acknowledge there has not been an assessment of 

the appropriateness of the proposed regime for every centre, stating the 

assessment undertaken has instead been at a City-wide leve1,16  and the 

justification for the approach is policy, rather than effects based17. 

40. It is submitted that where the proposed approach is disenabling, such as it 

is for Ferrymead, a high level, City wide assessment, without any real 

consideration of effects at a localised level, does not satisfy the 

requirements of section 32. 

41. In respect of the disenabling effect of the Proposed Rule, Mr Copeland's 

evidence18  is that the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule will not allow market 

demand to be met in the most efficient manner. Mr Copeland says it will 

add costs to businesses and consumers as businesses are required to 

choose a suboptimal form of development in terms of size and/or location, 

or they may choose not to proceed with the development at all. As Mr 

Copeland explains, consumers will face increased costs to the extent 

increased development and operation costs are passed on in higher prices, 

16 See for example, Transcript, cross examination of Osborne, at page 90, lines 38 - 42 
17 See for example, Transcript, cross examination of Stevenson, page 329 line 35 —40. 
18 Copeland Evidence dated 24 April 2015, at para 28. 
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along with possible increased transport costs. Mr Copeland's evidence 

has not been addressed by the Council. 

42. Mr Sloan has given evidence that it is difficult enough to secure tenants at 

Ferrymead post Earthquake, noting insurance issues and risks, and 

tenants' lack of confidence to invest in building a business for example, 

and that added regulatory restriction, in the form of the Proposed Tenancy 

Cap Rule, will be sure to act as a further deterrent.19  

43. The disenabling nature of the proposed regulation for Ferrymead is further 

illustrated when Eastgate and Ferymead are compared. 

44. Since the Earthquakes, Eastgate has found its feet. It has been rebuilt in 

part and attracted a new and diverse range of tenants which have 

enhanced its importance and role as a community focal point. As stated in 

the opening legal submissions29  for NPT Limited, the mall's owner, in the 

period following the Earthquakes, Eastgate has secured the Council's 

Linwood Library as a tenant and has resource consent in place for a 

medical centre. Its role as a community focal point has in fact become 

more pronounced post Earthquakes with the relocation of a number of 

social service/community agencies to Eastgate, and notwithstanding the 

loss of major tenant, Farmers. It could be said to be thriving. 

45. In contrast, Ferrymead, which suffered severe liquefaction damage in the 

Earthquakes, is still finding its feet. As explained by Mr Sloan in his 

evidence, 21  the Countdown supermarket was significantly damaged in the 

Earthquakes and was closed for a lengthy period whilst rebuilt. As noted 

above, Mr Sloan has also explained, in response to questions from the 

Pane122, that since the Earthquakes it has been more difficult to secure new 

tenants at Ferrymead due to difficulties with insurers and an aversion of 

potential tenants to risk taking, for example. It is submitted that further 

regulation, such as the Proposed Tenancy Cap, will add further complexity 

to the Ferrymead offering and make securing tenants even more difficult. 

19 Transcript, page 765, Ines 6— 12. 
20  Opening Legal Submissions for NPT Limited, dated 20 May 2015, at paras 5 and 6. 
21 At para 8. 
22 Transcript, page 766, line 20 — 34. 
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46. There is therefore, a real economic cost of the Proposed Tenancy Cap 

Rule for Ferrymead which, under section 32(2) must to be carefully 

considered and assessed. It is submitted such assessment is entirely 

absent from the Council's evidence. 

47. The approach taken by the Council appears to be that, having settled on a 

centres-based approach (which as already noted is not challenged by Mr 

Sloan), it is then for submitters to prove why the rules which the Council 

claims give effect to that approach may not be the most appropriate in any 

given case. That is, the Council has presumed its proposed rules are the 

most appropriate. However, it is submitted that approach incorrectly shifts 

the onus of satisfying the section 32 requirements from the Council to 

submitters. 

48. Further, it is submitted that just because the Council claims its approach is 

the correct one, doesn't make it so. The Council is still required to evaluate 

the proposal under section 32. 

49. In Hibbit v Auckland City Council23  the Court said: 

"In references under the Resource Management Act of provisions of district 

plans, no onus rests on the appellant to establish that the subject 

provisions should be deleted, the proceedings being more in the nature 

of an inquiry into the merits in accordance with the statutory objectives and 

existing provisions of policy statements and plans; nor is there a 

presumption that the provisions of a proposed plans are correct or 

appropriate..." 

(emphasis added) 

50. In Seabreeze Investments Limited v CCC24  the Court said it should 

"commence its inquiry with a clean slate...in examining the appropriate 

zoning of the site the Court needs to look at the entire environment, and 

take historical, present and future uses of the site into account", (emphasis 

added). 

23  A39196, [1996] NZRMA 529 at 533. 
24  Seabreeze Investments Limited v CCC C81/2002, at para [20]. 
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51. In Hodge v CCC25  the Court cited with approval planning evidence which 

stated: 

"Section 32 is there primarily to ensure that any restrictions on the 

complete freedom to develop are justified rather than the converse. To put 

it more succinctly, it is the 'noes' in the plan which must be justified, 

not the 'ayes'. (emphasis added) 

52. Given the above caselaw, it is clear there is no presumption that the 

Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule is appropriate, and it is for the Council to 

justify the Proposed Rule at Ferrymead. It is submitted, given Hodge, its 

obligation in this regard is greater because the Proposed Rule is 

disenabling. 

53. There is no obligation on Mr Sloan to prove why the Proposed Rule is not 

necessary or appropriate, although it is submitted he has done that through 

the evidence called in support of his submission. 

54. The evidence of Mr Sloan is that a mix of tenancy sizes is necessary to 

"make the whole [site] work"26  and to get "reasonable coverage"27 . The 

larger stores are needed as anchors, with the smaller tenancies located 

around them in order for the centre to flourish and to best utilise the large, 

deep, non-uniformly shaped site. In Mr Sloan's words: "you need to have 

the big ones, and the small ones intermingled between them because it is 

such a big site." 28  

55. It is submitted the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule will preclude a mix of 

tenancies establishing (under the zoning at least), and/or will necessitate 

resource consent processes to facilitate such a mix. 

56. Mr Sloan's evidence is that a mix of larger format and finer grain retail 

activity has been trading at Ferrymead since the early 2000s, when it was 

established pursuant to resource consents.29  It is submitted that during 

that time there have been no demonstrated or alleged adverse effects on 

25  Cl A/96, at page 22. 
26  Transcript, page 760, line 19. 
27  Ibid, line 40. 
28  Transcript, page 760, lines 40 — 43. 
29  PD Sloan Evidence, dated 24 April 2015, at paras 8 and 9 
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Eastgate as a result of retailing at Ferrymead. Notably NPT has not 

produced any evidence of there being an issue for or effect on Eastgate as 

a result of the unrestricted retailing currently enabled at Ferrymead. Both 

centres have at times thrived and declined, but for Eastgate, as 

acknowledge by the Council's witnesses,3°  that decline has been due to 

factors extraneous to competition from Ferrymead. 

57. The evidence of Mr Copeland is that given the existing consents for Mr 

Sloan's site,31  which enable approximately 22,000m2  GFA of unspecified 

and otherwise unrestricted retail activity, the Proposed Rule will not result 

in significant externality benefits, but will add to costs for Ferrymead 

businesses and consumers.32  

58. The evidence of Mr Phillips is that an exception for Ferrymead to the 

Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule is appropriate having regard to the site's 

characteristics, resource consent rights, and the evidence of Mr Copeland. 

His evidence is that such an exception would support Strategic Objectives 

3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.5 without undermining proposed Commercial objectives 

and higher order objectives in Chapter 3 of the Proposed Plan and in the 

RPS that afford primacy to KACs, including Eastgate.33  

59. In contrast, and as already noted, the only specific evidence the Council 

has produced for Ferrymead is the Property Economics Report, which 

recommends no change to the status quo, (under which there are no 

restrictions on tenancy sizes), and certainly does not justify the Proposed 

Tenancy Cap Rule for Ferrymead. 

60. It is therefore submitted that whilst Mr Sloan has produced compelling 

evidence as to why the Proposed Tenancy Cap is not necessary or 

appropriate at Ferrymead, the Council has failed to discharge its obligation 

under section 32 to demonstrate that the Proposed Rule is necessary and 

appropriate. 

30 See for example, Transcript page 167, lines 14— 17 cross examination of Heath, 
31  The existing resource consents are aaddressed in further detail shortly in these 
submissions 
32  Copeland Evidence dated 24 April 2015, at para 28. 
33  Phillips Evidence dated 24 April 2015, at para 30. 
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Proposed Restriction Will Have Little Practical Benefit 

61. As the Panel will be aware, Mr Sloan has resource consents in place for 

approximately 22,000m2  GFA of retail activity,34  with the principle consent 

being RMA20003878. This consent provides three retail buildings on the 

site with associated parking and landscaping, shown as stages 2, 3 and 4 

on the site plan accompanying the application, with respective building 

floor areas of 11,898m2, 3,706m2  and 1,175m2. In addition, the site also 

has consented the supermarket building (originally 3,858m2, but recently 

extended to 4485m2  by way of a section 127 Variation), with a further 

resource consent being granted in late 2000 for a 997m2  retail building. 

62. There are no limits on the types or sizes of retail tenancies that may 

establish under, nor is there an expiry on, the consents. The consents 

identify a general building/site layout, floor areas, and car park numbers, 

but other than that contain little detail or limits on the nature of activities 

that can be pursued under them. 

63. At this juncture it is necessary to note (because Council witnesses may 

have suggested a contrary approach), that the currently proposed definition 

of 'retail activity' does not apply to or limit the scope of Mr Sloan's consent. 

It is trite that such a proposed change can not have retrospective effect. 

64. To date, approximately 16,500m2  of the consented retail activity has been 

built. It is submitted the consent for the balance remains extant and has not 

lapsed. Because counsel for the City Council has inferred a contrary 

position in questions to witnesses,35  it is necessary to elaborate on the 

lapse issue. 

34 The figure given in the evidence of Mr Sloan and Mr Copeland was 21,634m2
, however 

that does not take account of the recent extension to the supermarket which was carried 
out pursuant to resource consent granted in 2012. This consent provided for an increased 
building of 4485m2, from 3858m2, bringing the total consented retail activity to 22,261m2. 
A copy of the application for this consent is attached to these submissions, for the Panel's 
reference. The application also includes copies of the earlier consents. A copy of the 
Council's decision granting the application is also attached. 
35 See for example Mr Winchester's questions to Mr Stevenson, Transcript page 362, lines 
43 — 46. 
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65. As detailed by Mr Sloan in his evidence36  the resource consents for the site 

were granted between 1997 and 2001 (with consent for an extension to the 

supermarket being granted more recently, in 2012). The consents were 

granted subject to a range of conditions, including in relation to 

landscaping, signage, extensive provision for carparking, the construction 

of a solid median island on Ferry Road, and the construction of an access 

from the application site to Humphreys Drive. All of these conditions have 

been implemented. 

66. Whether a consent has been given effect to is a question of degree, and 

the answer will vary from case to case. In Rowell v Tasman District 

Council37 , the Planning Tribunal rejected a submission that a quarrying 

consent had lapsed because it had not been given effect to. The Tribunal 

held that the company was not required to carry out all of the quarrying 

allowed by the consent before it could be said to have given effect to it. 

The Court held that in respect of the activity, the consent is permissive; it is 

the conditions of the consent that are mandatory. 

67. It is submitted that Rowell is authority for the proposition that what is 

required is full compliance with the conditions of the consent rather than full 

completion of what is permitted by the consent. Under this approach, it is 

clear that Mr Sloan's consents have been "given effect to" and have not 

lapsed. 

68. It is also of some relevance that other than the Council's counsel inferring 

in questioning that the consents may have lapsed, none of the Council's 

witnesses have taken the point. Indeed, the resource consent application 

lodged in 2012 to extend the supermarket footprint whilst rebuilding it 

following the Earthquakes was an application to vary the consent counsel 

infers may have lapsed38. The decision on the consent, which was to grant 

the variation, notes, without issue, that stages 3 and 4 of the consent are 

yet to been built. 

69. It is submitted that the inference the consent may have lapsed is therefore 

unfounded and without merit. 

36 Paras 8 and 9. 
37 W066194 (PT) 
38  RMA20003878. 
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70. The consents are important as they will limit the utility of the Proposed 

Tenancy Cap Rule. Under the proposed Commercial Core zoning, Mr 

Sloan can develop up to 30,000m2  GLFA of retail activity,39  subject of 

course to the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule. However, given the existing 

consents provide for up to 22,000m2  of unspecified retail activity (i.e. be it 

finer grain or LFR), and do not expire, the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule 

will, in practical terms, only apply to approximately 8,000m2  GLFA of all 

permitted retail activity. 

71. In other words, the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule will effectively only 

provide for the control and/or assessment of LFR which occupies the last 

8000m2  GLFA of the 30,000m2  entitlement. 

72. The Council has not produced any evidence that this potential 8000m2  of 

retail activity will impact Eastgate to such an extent that it needs to be 

restricted, whereas the evidence of Mr Copeland is that this amount of 

retail will have very, limited if any impact on other centres, including 

Eastgate, such that the proposed regulation is unnecessary.4°  

73. Mr Heath, for the Council, dismisses the relevance of the 16,500m2  of 

existing built retail activity at Ferrymead on the basis that approximately 

half of this is "trade supply" (Mitre 10 Mega) rather than "retail activity" as 

those terms are defined in the Proposed Plan. He appears to suggest that 

the presence of Mitre 10 Mega somehow means that the potential impact 

on Eastgate of unrestricted retail at Ferrymead could be greater, although 

rather unhelpfully he does not explain his view in any detail, or give 

reasons. 

74. In any event, his argument is somewhat a sideshow, as the implemented 

resource consents do not distinguish between different types of retail, 

including trade supply. For example, Mitre 10 could vacate the site and Mr 

Sloan could, in reliance on his resource consents, re-establish ten 1000m2  

general retail tenants in its place (or 20 x 500m2  tenancies for example), as 

well as establish/operate the remaining 12,000m2  of consented retail as 

desired. 

39 Rule 15.2.5.1.2 in the 1 May 2015 Revised Proposal. 
40 Copeland Evidence, see for example paras 11, 20, 25, 28, and 32. 
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75. As acknowledged by Mr Heath in cross-examination,41  Mr Sloan therefore 

has "the best of both worlds"42 , in that he can establish a "good healthy 

sized LFR centre"43  in reliance on his consents, and up to 30,000m2  of finer 

grain retail under the proposed zoning44. 

76. However, the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule does not reflect or 

acknowledge this, and if confirmed will likely necessitate unnecessary 

consent applications. It is submitted that this is not an efficient or effective 

approach to resource planning or management, and is at odds with the 

Statement of Expectations. 

The Proposed Restriction Does Not Take Account of the Established 

Development at Ferrymead 

77. It is submitted that the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule does not recognise or 

appropriately provide for the functional requirements of activities and the 

site at Ferrymead, or the existing built form. 

78. Mr Copeland has detailed of the larger format tenants that currently occupy 

Mr Sloan's land at Ferrymead, as well as those in the wider area.46  In 

particular:46  

"Mr Stevenson in his evidence at paragraphs 19.16-19.23 argues that the 

500 m2  cap is a way of directing larger format retail and other commercial 

activity to District Centres and maintaining a finer grain in Neighbourhood 

Centres. However in the case of Ferrymead, it already has a Mega 10, a 

large Countdown supermarket (which has recently been increased in size), 

and resource consents granted for retail developments containing 

tenancies greater than 500 m2. In other words to the extent that large 

format retail activity might detract from the general ambience of the centre, 

in Ferrymead's case "the horse has effectively bolted". It is unlikely the 

addition of more large format retail outlets over and above those already 

built or consented will have significant public amenity effects." 

41  Transcript, page 170, lines 27 -31. 
42  lbid, line 30. 
43  !bid, line 28. 
44  'bid, line 31. 
45  At paras 26 and 31. 
46  Para 31. 
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79. Noting Mr Copeland's evidence, it is submitted that the Proposed Tenancy 

Cap Rule will not reflect what has established on the ground at Ferrymead, 

whether by way of consents or under the operative zoning. 

80. As stated by Mr Copeland, if the intent Proposed Rule is to ensure or 

preserve a level of amenity in Neighbourhood Centres, for Ferrymead the 

horse has already bolted; there is already large format activity there with 

provision for much more. It is submitted the Proposed Rule will therefore 

by somewhat futile in this regard. 

81. That said, Mr Sloan has given evidence that a mix of larger and smaller 

tenancies are needed to best utilise the large, deep site, in order to make it 

"work', and to make it attractive. In Mr Sloan's words: 

"You need to be able to have the big ones, and the small ones intermingled 

between them because it is such a big site. So if you put a 2,000m2  

[building] there then you need smaller ones around the front to make it 

attractive. "47  

82. However, without the large format stores to anchor the smaller, finer grain 

stores, the latter will be like "little post-it stamps"48 , and be lost on the large 

site. 

83. It is submitted that, given Mr Copeland's and Mr Sloan's evidence, the 

most appropriate retail provision for the Ferrymead site, with the best 

public amenity outcome, is provision for a mix of tenancy sizes, which can 

complement each other and assist with ensuring a functioning and 

attractive centre. 

The Proposed Restriction is Unfair 

84. As the Panel will be aware, the zoning history of Mr Sloan's land is 

important, and it is submitted, relevant to the decision the Panel is charged 

with making on the Proposed Plan. 

85. Prior to its B2 zoning, Mr Sloan's land was zoned Business 4 (B4). In the 

late 1990s — early 2000s, when Mr Sloan obtained his resource consents 

47  Transcript, page 760, lines 40 —43. 
48  bid, line 17 
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for Ferrymead, the City Plan took a fairly liberal and "hands off" approach 

to retailing in this business zone. By 2004 the Council had become 

concerned about the effects of "out of centre" retail activity on existing 

central city and district retail centres, and Variation 86 was promulgated to 

curtail the dispersed retail development that had begun to prevail.49  

	

86. 	Variation 86 sought to manage the "distributional effects" of diluted retail 

activity in the belief that new retail outlets could erode the viability of 

existing centres.5°  Such management was undertaken in two ways: 

(a) by creating an objective, policy and rule framework that focussed 

new and additional development in an identified network of centres, 

and strongly discouraged further out of centre development, and 

(b) by creating a new zone - the Business Retail Park (BRP) zone - to 

recognise and provide for the larger format (450m2  GLFA plus) retail 

activity that had proliferated under the prior regime. 

	

87. 	Although by no means as far reaching, Variation 86, as a centres-based 

change, had many similarities to the Commercial Chapter of the currently 

Proposed Plan. 

	

88. 	Under Variation 86 Mr Sloan's Ferrymead land was proposed to be 

rezoned BRP. However, he wanted a zoning that better reflected and 

continued to provide for the established development — being a mix of finer 

grain and large format - and which would enable Ferrymead to be 

developed in a way to complement the existing development, and better 

service the surrounding and wider community, which at that time were 

poorly catered for. Mr Sloan sought a B2 zoning for his land. 

	

89. 	The City Council strongly opposed Mr Sloan's submission. Its opposition 

was ultimately focussed on the alleged traffic effects of the rezoning, 

claiming that if Ferrymead was to become a District Centre and finer grain 

retail activity provided for, there would be adverse traffic effects on the 

local and wider network. The effect of District Centre status on Eastgate 

and other centres was also considered in some detail. 

49  See the summary of the history to Variation 86 in Stirling v CCC (2011) 16 ELRNZ 798. 
5°  Ibid. 
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90. 	As an aside, given it was strongly advocating for a BRP zoning for Mr 

Sloan's land through Variation 86, clearly at that time the Council 

considered large format retail was appropriate at Ferrymead and would not 

give rise to adverse effects on other centres, including Eastgate. 

Accepting that since then Christchurch has suffered through and been 

significantly affected by the Earthquakes, it is nonetheless difficult to see 

what has changed for Ferrymead and Eastgate to warrant a polar shift in 

approach. The Council has produced no evidence to explain the change, 

and its witnesses have admitted that only a City-wide, policy based 

analysis has been undertaken. It is submitted that in Mr Sloan's 

circumstances, in particular the history of his site's zoning and the 

Council's past conduct regarding that, this level of analysis is simply not 

appropriate or acceptable, and does not satisfy the requirements of section 

32(1)(c). 

	

91. 	The Environment Court and the High Court disagreed with and did not 

accept the reasons for the Council's opposition to Mr Sloan's submission. 

Both Courts found that rezoning Mr Sloan's land B2 was appropriate and 

would not result in the adverse effects alleged. 

	

92. 	The B2 zoning was confirmed, with its key aspects being: 

(a) Provision for mixed use activity (i.e. retail, offices and residential); 

(b) Provision for any tenancy size or mix, although retail activity was to 

be at grade and not exceed 30,000m2  GLFA; 

(c) Development to be "in general accordance with" the Outline 

Development Plan at Appendix 16 of Volume 3, Part 3 of the 

Operative City Plan. 

	

93. 	The B2 zoning was only confirmed in November 2008,51  being just over 2 

years prior to the February 2011 Earthquake. As has already been noted 

in these submissions and explained by Mr Sloan in evidence, Ferrymead 

was significantly damaged in the Earthquakes, and was/has been for quite 

some time been in a state of rebuild and repair. Noting that, Mr Sloan only 

51  Daubney Trust v CCC C135/2008. 
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enjoyed the benefit of the B2 zoning for the short time prior to the 

Earthquakes. 

94. The zoning was achieved at significant cost to Mr Sloan — approximately 

$200,000 in Court related costs52  (and excluding first instance costs), 

which were significantly increased as a result of the Council's vehement 

opposition to Mr Sloan's relief. 

95. It is submitted it is manifestly unfair that the zoning should be changed so 

significantly — by the introduction of the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule — so 

soon after it was confirmed by the Court, particularly when no specific 

evidence has been produced by the Council that explains the need for or 

justifies the change with a level of detail that corresponds with the 

disenablement that will result for Ferrymead. 

An Exception at Ferrymead Will Not Offend the Centres-Based Approach 

96. It is submitted that deleting or making an exception for Ferrymead from the 

application of the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule will not offend the centres-

based approach or the settled higher order objectives and policies. 

97. Mr Sloan is not seeking provision for out of centre development. His land 

at Ferrymead is identified as a District Centre in the Operative Plan and a 

Neighbourhood Centre in the Proposed Plan. 

98. Strategic Objective 3.3.7(e) in the Replacement Plan states that 

Neighbourhood Centres, along with the Central City and KACs, are to be 

maintained and enhanced as community focal points. 

99. Objective 6.2.5 of the RPS (Chapter 6) of the RPS states that the Central 

City, Key Activity Centres and Neighbourhood Centres are to be supported 

and maintained as the focal points for commercial, community and service 

activities during the recovery period, and that: 

"These centres will be high quality, support a diversity of business 

opportunities including appropriate mixed use development, and 

incorporate good urban design principles. 

52  Sloan Evidence, at para 19. 
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The development and distribution of commercial activity will avoid 

significant adverse effects on the function and viability of these centres." 

	

100. 	It is submitted the relief sought by Mr Sloan is in no way contrary to or 

inconsistent with the above objectives. Indeed, the objectives make clear 

that Ferrymead, as a Neighbourhood Centre, is to be supported and 

maintained, much like Eastgate and the CBD, albeit lower down the 

hierarchy. 

101. However, notwithstanding, the Council has produced no evidence to show 

how the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule will ensure these outcomes are 

achieved for Ferrymead. 

	

102. 	In contrast, the evidence for Mr Sloan53  is that these stated outcomes will 

not be achieved, but that the Proposed Rule comes at a real cost for 

Ferrymead, and with no real benefit for Eastage, the CBD or other centres. 

103. The Council has not assessed these costs or responded to Mr Sloan's 

evidence at all, or where it has, it has, it is submitted, not done so in 

sufficient detail. 

104. Strategic Objective 3.3.1 seeks the "expedited recovery and future 

enhancement of Christchurch as a dynamic, prosperous and internationally 

competitive city ,in a manner that: 

(a) Meets the community's immediate and longer terms needs for 

...economic development...;and 

(b) Fosters investment certainty..." 

105. Strategic Objective 3.3.2 is that "the District Plan, through its preparation, 

change interpretation and implementation: 

(a) 	Minimises: 

Transaction costs and reliance on resource consent 

processes; and 

53 In particular, the evidence of Mr Copeland, Mr Phillips, and that of Mr Sloan himself. 
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(ii) 	The number, extent and prescriptiveness of development 

controls..." 

106. It is submitted that given the evidence for Mr Sloan, which has not been 

satisfactorily responded to by the Council, these objectives can not met for 

Ferrymead as long as the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule applies. 

107. It is submitted an exception at Ferrymead to the Proposed Tenancy Cap 

Rule would not offend the proposed rule framework. As acknowledged by 

the Council's counse1,54  Proposal 15 of the Proposed Plan (the Commercial 

Chapter) already contains specific rules to reflect the nuances of local 

areas and to give effect to the higher order planning documents. 

108. In this regard, the Ferrymead Neighbourhood Centre is already subject to 

area specific rules, as set out in Proposed Rule 15.2.5 and Appendix 

15.10.3, which provide exceptions to the rules that are proposed to 

otherwise generally apply in the Commercial Core Zone. 

109. For example, for Ferrymead there is a specified maximum total GLFA for 

retail activity of 30,000m2; a permitted building height or 20 metres 

(whereas for other Neighbourhood Centres the height limit is 12m); and 

permitted activity status for the 'Key Structuring Elements' of the Outline 

Development Plan. 

110. It is submitted it would not be inconsistent with this approach to include an 

additional Ferrymead specific rule which provides for an exception to the 

Tenancy Cap Rule. An example of how the Proposed Plan could be 

amended to give effect to Mr Sloan's submission and provide the relief he 

seeks is appended to these submissions, and shows amendment to Rule 

15.2.2.1 (Permitted Activities, P3 — P9) and Rule 15.2.2.3 (Restricted 

Discretionary Activities RD7). 

111. It is submitted the outcome sought by Mr Sloan is consistent with the 

stated expectations of the Minister55  that the Proposed Plan adopt the least 

restrictive and complicated approach. 

54  In opening legal submissions dated 8 May 2015, at para 1.2(b). 
55  Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014, Schedule 
4, Statement of Expectations. 
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Conclusion 

112. In light of the above, it is submitted that the most appropriate way to 

achieve the purpose of the Act when zoning Mr Sloan's land at Ferrymead 

is to delete or provide an exception to the Proposed Tenancy Cap Rule. 

113. It is submitted that retaining the Proposed Rule is disenabling and comes 

at a cost that has not been acknowledged or assessed by the Council. 

114. It is submitted the Proposed Rule is unnecessary as it will provide no real 

benefit for Eastgate, the CBD or any other centre, because in practical 

terms it will apply to only a small portion of the total permitted retail activity 

on Mr Sloan's Ferrymead land. It is submitted this portion is not of 

sufficient scale to have any real impact on Eastage or other centres, if left 

unrestricted. 

115. It is submitted that deleting or providing an exception to the Proposed Rule 

is fair in all of the circumstances, given the recent rezoning the site, which 

was achieved in the face of significant opposition from the Council, and at 

significant cost to Mr Sloan, who effectively had just over two years to 

enjoy any real benefit of the B2 zoning before the Earthquakes struck. 

116. It is submitted deleting or providing an exception to the Proposed Rule will 

not offend but is consistent with the higher order settled objectives and 

policies, the centres based approach, and the proposed rule framework. 

Dated this 10th  day of June 2015 
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Resource Management Act 1991 

 

 

 

Report / Decision on Change or Cancellation of Condition(s) 
(Section 127) 

 
 
Application Number: RMA92020035 
Applicant: David Sloan 
Site address:  999 Ferry Road 
Legal Description: Lot 2 DP82763 and Lots 1-3 DP68725 
City Plan Zoning:  Business 2 
 
Description of Application:  Change of conditions pursuant to Section 127 
 
 

Introduction 

 
The applicant is seeking to vary the conditions of an existing resource consent (RMA20003878) which was 
granted on a non-notified basis by the Resource Management Officer Subcommittee on 12 April 2001. The 
proposal would allow for the replacement of the supermarket on this site which was recently demolished due to 
earthquake damage, subject to a number of minor amendments. Full details of the application (including a 
description of the site and proposal) can be found in the application report by NovoGroup titled Application for a 
Change of Resource Consent Conditions, prepared for David Sloan and dated May 2012. 
 
Resource consent RMA20003878 is the principle resource consent that provides for the activities and layout of 
the current site. It provides for … “three retail buildings on the site with associated parking and landscaping. 
The proposed buildings are shown as stages 2, 3 and 4 on the site plan and have building floor areas of 
11,898m², 3,706m² and 1,175m² respectively. The site presently has one building on it (3,858m² supermarket) 
while resource consent approval for a 997m² retail building was granted in late 2000. This would bring the total 
floor area for retailing activities on the site to 21,634m². A total of 909 car park spaces would be required to 
service the development”.  
 
To date stages 3 and 4 have not yet been built meaning that the site only contains 15,409m² of total floor area 
with 681 car park spaces.  
 
The applicant seeks to amend the condition 1 of resource consent RMA20003878 to allow revised plans for the 
supermarket to form part of the consented documents. Condition 1 would therefore need to read as follows: 
 

1. That the development proceeds in accordance with the plans and information submitted with the 
resource consent application numbered RMA20003878/1-10 and the plans providing for a revised 
supermarket marked RMA92020035 plans 1 and 2 on Council records.  

 
As already outlined the proposal essentially seeks to replace the existing supermarket subject to a number of 
amendments. These amendments are intended to better accommodate the operational requirements of the 
tenant than the previous building and would involve a small building extension and new pedestrian walkway to 
the north of the existing building line, in place of 16 car parking spaces, landscaping and a pedestrian walkway. 
As a result of this proposal the gross floor area of the supermarket would increase from 3,858m² to 4,200m². 
 
The remainder of the site would remain unaltered as a consequence of this proposal, with landscaping, 
signage, vehicular access, car parking and traffic volumes remaining unaffected by the rebuilding of the 
supermarket. I have clarified with the applicant’s representative that should future stages of RMA20003878 
occur that the total number of car parks and floor area would not increase from that already approved.  
 
 

Statutory Considerations 

 
Section 127 of the Resource Management Act 1991 states: 
 
“127. Change or cancellation of consent condition on application by consent holder 
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(1) The holder of a resource consent may apply to the consent authority for a change or cancellation of a 
condition of a consent, subject to the following: 
(a) the holder of a subdivision consent must apply under this section for a change or cancellation of 

the consent before the deposit of the survey plan (and must apply under section 221 for a 
variation or cancellation of a consent notice after the deposit of the survey plan); and 

(b) No holder of any consent may apply for a change or cancellation of a condition on the duration of 
the consent. 

(2) Repealed 

(3) Sections 88 to 121 apply, with all necessary modifications, as if - 
(a) the application were an application for a resource consent for a discretionary activity; and 
(b) the references to a resource consent and to the activity were references only to the change or 

cancellation of a condition and the effects of the change or cancellation respectively. 

(4) For the purposes of determining who is adversely affected by the change or cancellation, the local 
authority must consider, in particular, every person who -  
(a) made a submission on the original application; and 
(b) may be affected by the change or cancellation. 

 
 

Planning Framework 

 
Christchurch City Plan 
 
The Christchurch City Plan became operative in part on the 21 November 2005. All rules applicable to this 
application are operative and therefore assessment is only required under the City Plan.  
 
The site is zoned Business 2 under the City Plan.  Pursuant to Section 127 (3) the proposal is to be assessed 
as a discretionary activity. There are no additional non-compliances with the City Plan.  
 
 

Type of Application 

 
The first consideration that is required is whether the application can be treated as one for a change of 
conditions or whether it will result in a fundamentally different activity or one having materially different adverse 
effects, such that it should be treated as a new application.  I generally agree with the applicant’s assessment 
of this matter: 
 
“The activity and effects are not materially different in nature to that previously approved under RMA20003878. 
Specifically, it is noted that the proposal will not alter the existing scale, location, or general character and 
nature of the proposed activity on the site either generally in terms of activities occurring on the site, or 
specifically in terms of the supermarket activity. Accordingly, it is considered that the application can be 
appropriately considered as a change of consent conditions, rather than as a fresh resource consent 
application”.   
 
In my opinion this application can be considered as a variation to the original resource consent as the nature of 
the activity would not fundamentally change and the adverse effects would not be materially different from 
those associated with the original consent. 
 
 

Has the applicant requested that the application be publicly notified? [Section 95A(2)(b)] 

 
No. 
 
 

Actual and potential effects on the Environment [Section 95A and Section 104(1)] 

 
I consider that the key effects on the environment associated with the change/cancellation of conditions relate 
to visual amenity, site layout/functionality and car parking provision.  

 
Considering these matters, it is important to note that the proposed new supermarket building would be located 
in the same general location as the pre-existing and consented supermarket.  The building would occupy a 
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similar footprint and would relate to the site, areas of car parking, landscaping, vehicle and pedestrian accesses 
in the same manner as that which previously existed. For these reasons, the revised supermarket would not 
have any adverse effects on the site layout or functionality, including those vehicles and/or pedestrians moving 
through the site. 
 
In terms of visual effects, the new building would remain in compliance with the bulk, height and location 
standards under the City Plan. All signage shown on the amended plans is for replacement purposes only. It is 
doubtful whether anyone viewing the amended building from Ferry Road would be able to notice the proposed 
changes.  
 
In terms of car parking, sufficient spaces would be available to service the development. While the proposed 
supermarket would have a greater floor area than the previous supermarket, the overall level of retail floor area 
permitted by RMA20003878 when fully implemented would not change nor would the minimum numbers of car 
park spaces. I also note that car park ratio that would be provided to this proposal (1 car park space per 18m² of 
GLA) is much higher than that which would be achieved when the site is fully developed under RMA20003878 
(1 space per 23.8m² of GLFA). 
 
I therefore conclude the effects on the environment would be less than minor and that any adverse effects 
would be limited to the application site.  
  
 

Despite the above, do any special circumstances exist in relation to this application which would lead 
you to conclude that the application should be publicly notified? If the answer is yes, why? [Section 
95A(4)] 

 
No. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________  

 
Recommendation (A):  That, for the reasons outlined above, the application need not be publicly 

notified in accordance with Section 95A of the Resource Management Act 
1991. 

   
 

Who may be considered to be adversely affected by the change or cancellation of condition(s)?   
Identify the properties on the attached plan.  [Section 95E(1) and Section 127(4)] 

 
There are no adversely affected parties. Any adverse effects are considered to be internal to the application 
site. 
 

Has written approval been obtained from every person who is considered to be adversely affected by 
the activity? [Section 95E(3)] 

 
Not applicable. 
 

If the answer to the above question is no, is it unreasonable in the circumstances to seek the person’s 
written approval? [Section 95E(3)(b)] 

 
Not applicable.  
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Recommendation (B):  That the application be processed on a non-notified basis in accordance with 

Sections 95A – 95F of the Resource Management Act 1991. 
 
 

How do any relevant objectives, policies, rules or other provisions of the City/District Plan relate to the 
proposal? [Section 104(1)(b)(iv)] 

 
The key objectives and policies to consider are contained in Volume 2, Section 12 Business and essentially 
seek to a distribution, and diverse range, of business environments which meet the social and economic needs 
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of the wider community, while avoiding, remedying or mitigating the potential adverse effects of their activities 
within the immediate area, and on the broader surrounding environment.  
 
On the basis that the proposal would have the same or similar effects as the consented activity, I conclude that 
the proposal is not contrary to the objectives and policies of the City Plan.  
 
 

Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch 

 
The Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch (http://cera.govt.nz/recovery-strategy/overview/read-the-
recovery-strategy) (the Recovery Strategy) prepared by CERA under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 
became operative on 1 June 2012.  It is a statutory document that must be "read together with, and forms part 
of" other relevant legislation within the greater Christchurch area.  The City and District Plans (and a number of 
other statutory documents) must not be interpreted or applied in a way that is inconsistent with the Recovery 
Strategy.  Only Sections 3-8 of the Strategy have statutory effect. 
 
The Recovery Strategy sets out the vision, supporting goals, and priorities for the recovery of Greater 
Christchurch. The approval of this application would allow the rebuild of a supermarket damaged by the 
earthquakes and is therefore considered to promote the goals of the Recovery Strategy.  
 
 

Is the application consistent with Part II of the Act, and are there any other matters which are relevant 
and reasonably necessary to determine the application? [Section 104(1)] 

 
The proposal is considered to be consistent with Part II matters in that the proposal will maintain the amenity of 
the surrounding environment, in accordance with Section 7(c) and 7(f) of the Resource Management Act 1991.   
 
 

Recommendation (C) 

 
That, for the reasons outlined above, the application be approved pursuant to Section 127 of the Resource 
Management Act 1991. 
 
The condition1 of consent shall now read as follows: 
 

1. That the development proceeds in accordance with the plans and information submitted with the 
resource consent application numbered RMA20003878/1-10 and the plans providing for a revised 
supermarket marked RMA92020035 plans 1 and 2 on Council records.  

 
Note: All other conditions and advice notes under RMA20003878 would remain unchanged. 
 

Reported and Recommended by:  Paul Lowe     

Date:   13 July 2012 
 

Decision 

 
That the above recommendation be adopted for the reasons outlined in the report. 
 
 
 
 
 
Resource Management Officer Sub-Committee: 
 
 

O'Connell, Nathan
13/07/2012 3:57 PM
Planning Team Leader    

Revell, Clare
13/07/2012 3:58 PM
Clare Revell  
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David Sloan 

999 Ferry Road, Christchurch 

i  

 

 

 
Date last saved 14 / May / 12 09:50:00 

Form 9: Application for Resource Consent 

Under Section 88 of the Resource Management Act 1991 

TO: The Christchurch City Council 

David Sloan [the applicant], applies for the change of resource consent conditions 
described below. 

1. The names and addresses of the owner and occupier (other than the applicant) of land to 
which this application relates are as follows: 

N/A 

2. The location to which this application relates is: 

999 Ferry Road, Christchurch, being Lot 2 DP82763 and Lots 1-3 DP 68725 

3. This application relates to the following resource consents:  

RMA20003878 a non-notified resource consent decision issued by the Council 
providing for three new retailing buildings on the site in addition to an existing 
supermarket of approximately 3680m

2
 GFA.   

4. This application relates to the following specific condition(s) of the above described 
resource consent: 

Condition 1: That the development proceeds in accordance with the plans 
and information submitted with the Resource Consent application numbered 
RMA20003878/1-10 on Council records.   

5. The application seeks to amend condition 1 as follows: 

Condition 1: That the development proceeds in accordance with the plans 
and information submitted with the Resource Consent application numbered 
RMA20003878/1-10 and the plans providing for a revised supermarket 
marked [Council reference] on Council records.  

6. Attached is an assessment of any actual or potential effects that the activity may 
have on the environment. 

7. No other information is required to be supplied by the district or regional plans or 
regulations. 

 

 

        DATED: 14 May 2012 

(Signature of applicant or person authorised to sign on behalf) 
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Address for service: 

Novo Group Limited 

PO Box 38 123 

Christchurch 8842 

Attention: Jeremy Phillips 

Address for Council fees: 

David Sloan 

PO Box 34-057 

Christchurch  

 

Telephone: 03 365 5570 

Email:  jeremy@novogroup.co.nz 

Telephone: 03 351 9807 

Email:  dsloan@ihug.co.nz 
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Appendix 1: Assessment of Effects on the Environment 

Introduction 

1. This application seeks to provide for the re-establishment of a supermarket in the 
same general location as that previously existing and authorised by the resource 
consent approval RMA20003878.  Some minor changes to the footprint of the 
supermarket building are proposed in order to better accommodate the operational 
requirements of the tenant than the previous building, however no changes are 
proposed in respect to the number and layout of car parking spaces, vehicular 
access or landscaping. 

2. Section 127 of the Resource Management Act 1991 states that the holder of a 
resource consent may apply for a change of condition of an already approved 
consent. For such applications, sections 88 to 121 apply.  In particular, Section 
88(2)(b) requires that any application should include an assessment of any actual 
or potential effects that the activity may have on the environment and the ways in 
which any adverse effects may be mitigated.  Section 88(2)(b) requires that any 
assessment shall be in such detail as corresponds with the scale and significance 
of the actual or potential effects that the activity may have on the environment and 
shall be prepared in accordance with the Fourth Schedule to the Resource 
Management Act 1991.  This assessment is made in accordance with those 
requirements. 
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The Site and Surrounding Environment 

Site Particulars 

3. The application site is known as 999 Ferry Road and comprises Lot 2 DP82763 and 
Lots 1-3 DP 68725 and the site is identified in the location plan marked as Figure 1 
below. 

4. The application site features a variety of retail activities with associated signage, 
landscaping, car parking and vehicle access.  Such activity has been established 
pursuant to previous resource consent approvals as described later in this report.   

5. The surrounding environment features an array of commercial and retail activities to 
the east, west and south consistent with the Business 2 and Business 4 zoning 
identified in Figure 2 below.  A wetland reserve (zoned Conservation 1A) is located 
to the north of the site.   

6. The site has frontage and vehicular access to Ferry Road and Humphreys Drive.  
These roads are classified as minor and major arterials respectively in the City 
Plan.   

 

 

Figure 1:  Site Location Plan (Source: Google Maps) 

 

 

 

Ferry Road 

Countdown 

Application site 
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Figure 2: District Plan Map Sheet 47A and 48A (Source: CCC) 

The Existing Environment 

7. Existing site development as at 3 August 2011 is shown in the aerial photograph 
marked above as Figure 1.  This development comprised approximately 15,409m2 
of GLFA. 

8. This activity has been established pursuant to a number of previous land use 
consent approvals which have provided for the progressive development of the site.   

9. The first consent approval of relevance to this application is the Environment 
Court’s decision C60/98.  This resource consent decision provided for a new 
supermarket of approximately 3680m2 GFA on the site subject to 14 conditions.  
This approval led to the establishment of the Countdown supermarket that has 
operated from the site until the February 2011 earthquake.  A copy of the Court’s 
decision and the corresponding site plan are included as Appendix 2.   

10. A more recent consent approval which is also of relevance is RMA20003878.  The 
Council’s decision letter described this approval as providing for ‘three retailing 
buildings on the […] site with associated parking and landscaping.  The proposed 
buildings are shown as stages 2, 3 and 4 on the site plan and have building floor 
areas of 11898m2, 3706m2 and 1175m2 respectively.   The site presently has one 
building on it (3858m2 supermarket) while resource consent approval for a 997m2 
retailing building was granted in late 2000.  This will bring the total floor area for 
retailing activities on the site to 21634m2’.  This consent approval is of principle 
relevance to the current proposal, noting that it provided for the activities and layout 
of the current site.  The decision and site plan approved by RMA20003878 is 
included as Appendix 3.     

11. Table 1 below summarises the activity on site as at 3 August 2011 relative to the 

development approved by RMA20003878:    

Application site 
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Table 1:  Summary of consented and as-built development (as at 3/8/11) 

RMA20003878 Existing as at 3/8/2011 

Total building area= 21634m
2
 Total building area= 15,409m

2
   

Woolworths = 3858m
2 

Stage 1 retail = 997m
2
 

Stage 2 retail = 11898m
2
 

Stage 3 retail = 3706m
2 

Stage 4 retail = 1175m
2
 

Countdown built = 3858m
2
 

Stage 1 retail built = 997m
2
 

Stage 2 retail existing = 8747m
2
 

Stage 3 retail = 0
 

Stage 4 retail = 0 

Total car parking =909 spaces 

(=1 space / 23.8m
2
 GLFA) 

Total car parking =681 spaces 

(approximately) 

(=1 space / 22.6m
2
 GLFA) 

Building location and setbacks as per plans 
(note: compliance with Ferry Road setback) 

Building location and setbacks as per 
RMA20003878 .   

Landscaping as per plans (note: no trees 
shown along Ferry Road frontage) 

Landscaping as per RMA20003878  

Vehicle access as per plans (note ‘truck 
egress’ note on eastern crossing) 

Vehicle access as per RMA20003878 

Car parking, queuing and circulation as per 
plans (note parking area and aisle between 
supermarket and Ferry Road). 

Car parking, queuing and circulation as per 
RMA20003878. 

12. Noting the above, the key differences between that approved by RMA20003878 
and that existing as at 3 August 2011 are: 

 Stage 2 buildings slightly different to the indicative boundaries shown. 

 Stages 3 and 4 not yet built. 

 Areas of car parking not provided or replaced with slight differences to 
layout, due to the differences above.  

13. Since August 2011, assessments of earthquake-related damage to buildings on the 
site has resulted in the demolition of the existing Countdown store in its entirety and 
part of the Stage 2 retail building.   
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The Proposal 

14. The applicant seeks approval to vary the approved resource consent RMA20003878 
and provide for the re-establishment of the pre-existing supermarket on the application 
site. 

15. The proposal re-establishes the supermarket in the same general location as that 
previously existing.  However, some minor changes to the footprint of the supermarket 
building are proposed in order to better accommodate the operational requirements of 
the tenant than the previous building.  These changes involve a small building 
extension and new pedestrian walkway to the north of the existing building line, in 
place of 16 car parking spaces, landscaping and a pedestrian walkway.   

16. The remainder of the site will remain unaltered as a consequence of this proposal, 
with landscaping, signage, vehicular access, car parking and traffic volumes remaining 
unaffected by the rebuilding of the supermarket.   

17. The proposal will be generally in accordance with the plans included in Appendix 4.   

18. Noting the changes above, the applicant seeks the following change to consent 
condition 1 of RMA20003878: 

‘That the development proceeds in accordance with the plans and information 
submitted with the Resource Consent application numbered 
RMA20003878/1-10 and the plans providing for a revised supermarket 
marked [Council reference] on Council records’.  
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Statutory Framework 

19. Section 127 of the Resource Management Act states: 

“127. Change or cancellation of consent condition on application by consent holder – 

(1) The holder of a resource consent may apply to a consent authority for a 
change or cancellation of a condition of the consent (other than any condition 
as to the duration of the consent). 

(3) Sections 88 to 121 apply, with all necessary modifications, as if –  

(a) the application were an application for a resource consent for a 
discretionary activity; and 

(b) the references to a resource consent and to the activity were 
references only to the change or cancellation of a condition and the 
effects of the change or cancellation respectively. 

(4) For the purposes of determining who is adversely affected by the change 
or cancellation, the local authority must consider, in particular, every person 
who – 

(a) made a submission on the original application; and 

(b) may be affected by the change or cancellation.” 

20. The High Court has held that whether an application is truly one for a variation of the 
condition under s 127 or whether in reality, it is seeking consent to an activity which is 
materially different in nature, is a question of fact and degree to be determined in the 
circumstances of the case. In deciding whether an application for variation is in 
substance a new application, a consent authority should compare any differences in 
the adverse effects likely to follow from the varied proposal with those associated with 
the activity in its original form. Where the application would result in a fundamentally 
different activity or one having materially different adverse effects, a new application 
may be required.  

21. With regard to the proposed amendment to condition 1 it is considered that the activity 
and effects are not materially different in nature to that previously approved under 
RMA20003878.  Specifically, it is noted that the proposal will not alter the existing 
scale, location, or general character and nature of the proposed activity on the site- 
either generally in terms of activities occurring on the site, or specifically in terms of the 
supermarket activity. Accordingly, it is considered that the application can be 
appropriately considered as a change of consent conditions, rather than as a fresh 
resource consent application.  
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Assessment of Actual or Potential Effects on the Environment 

22. Noting the provisions in section 127(3) of the Act, Council is able to consider all 
adverse effects associated with the change from that previously consented to on the 
site.  Given that the change proposed relates to the building footprint but no other 
elements of the existing site, it is considered that the key effects warranting 
consideration are visual amenity, site layout/functionality and car parking provision.   

23. Considering these matters, it is reiterated that the proposed new supermarket building 
will be located in the same general location as the pre-existing and consented 
supermarket.  The building will occupy a similar footprint and will relate to the site, 
areas of car parking, landscaping, vehicle and pedestrian accesses in the same 
manner as that which previously existed.  For these reasons, the revised supermarket 
will not have any adverse effects on the site layout or functionality, including those 
vehicles and/or pedestrians moving through the site.   

24. In terms of visual amenity, the new building will remain in compliance with relevant 
Business 2 zone bulk and location controls.   

25. Regardless, the position of the building relative to Ferry Road will remain unaltered.  
The pre-existing façade featured no architectural relief or articulation (see Figure 3) 
and accordingly the proposed new building will not result in any greater degree of 
adverse effect in terms of this facade.  Similarly, the west-facing façade (into the site) 
of the new supermarket will be comparable to that previously existing, such that no 
new or additional effects will occur as a result of the change.   

 

Figure 3: Google Street View image of pre-existing supermarket from Ferry Road  

26. To the extent that the building footprint and location is changing, this will comprise a 
slight extension to the north beyond the existing building line.  This will occur within a 
central part of the site and away from adjacent properties and/or public spaces, such 
that no adverse visual amenity effects will arise.   
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27. The loss of 16 car parking spaces to the building extension will have no adverse 
effects in the context of the overall parking supply existing on-site or the consented 
parking supply of approximately 1 space per 22.6m2 GLFA.   

28. The proposed changes are not considered to have any other relevant adverse effects 
on the pre-existing, consented environment.  In terms of traffic generation effects in 
particular, it is not considered that the changes to the supermarket will result in any 
significant change to site generated traffic volumes, to the extent that any 
corresponding change or increase in adverse effects will occur.   

29. Noting these considerations it is concluded that the proposed change will have less 
than minor adverse effects (at most) when compared to the effects of the pre-existing 
and consented activity on the site.   
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Consultation 

30. Prior to submission of this application, pre-application consultation was undertaken 
with Council’s senior planner Nathan O’Connell, traffic planner Clifford Chai, and 
senior urban design officers Steve Miles.   This consultation related to an alternative 
proposal for the site (involving a building closer to Ferry Road) and based on the 
advice received, the current proposal has been progressed.  A copy of the pre-
application meeting notes are included in Appendix 5.   

Consideration of Alternatives  

31. The preceding assessment of effects shows that the proposal will not have any 
significant adverse effects on the environment.  Therefore an assessment of 
alternatives is not required.   
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Resource Management Act 1991- Sections 5-8 (Part II) 

32. In considering an application for resource consent, pre-eminence must be given to 
Part II, the purpose and principles of the Resource Management Act.  The purpose of 
the Act is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources.  
Section 5 imposes a duty on consent authorities to promote sustainable management 
while avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects of activities on the 
environment.   

33. In regards to section 5, the proposal is consistent with the enabling provision of 
section 5 in that the proposal will provide for the efficient and sustainable use of the 
site and for the wellbeing of the existing and future community.  Importantly, the 
activity will not result in any adverse effects that would be in conflict with section 
5(2)(a) – (c).  

34. Matters of national importance are set out in section 6 and there are no relevant 
matters in this section which apply to the proposal.  Likewise, there are no section 8 
matters (Treaty of Waitangi) which need to be taken into account.   

35. Section 7 lists various matters to which regard shall be had in achieving the 
purpose of the Act.  The matters of particular relevance to this application are:   

(b) The efficient use and development of natural and physical resources: 

(c) The maintenance and enhancement of amenity values; and 

(d) The maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment.  

36. The proposal will support subsection 7(b), by achieving the efficient use and 
development of the physical land resource.  In respect of subsections (c) and (d), it 
is considered that the proposal will maintain and enhance amenity values and the 
quality of the environment.    

37. For these reasons, it is considered that the proposal is in keeping with Part II of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 
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Conclusion 

38. Overall it is considered that the proposal is consistent with the purpose and 
principles of the Resource Management Act 1991 in that it enables people to 
provide for their economic and social well being, whilst maintaining and enhancing 
the quality and amenity of the local environment and avoiding adverse effects.  In 
terms of section 104, it is considered that the proposal will have no more than minor 
actual or potential effects on the environment and is consistent with the relevant 
provisions of the District Plan.   
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Appendix 2: Approved Resource Consent Decision and Plan 
C6/08 
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DOUBLESIDED ORIGINAL 

IN THE MATTER 

Decision No: C 6 0 /98 

of the Resource Management Act 
1991 

AND 

IN THE MATTER of five appeals under section 120 
of the Act 

BETWEEN BAKER BOYS LIMITED 

RMA : 223197 

FOODSTUFFS (SOUTH 
ISLAND) LIMITED 

RMA : 181197 

SOUTHWAY PROPERTIES 
LIMITED 

RMA : 192197 

M.J. AND G.L. SPEDEN 

RMA : 203197 

Appellants 

CHRISTCHURCH CITY 
COUNCIL 

Respondent 

P.D. SLOAN 

RMA : 219/97 

ADplicant and Appellant 
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BEFORE TRE ENVIRONMENT COURT 

Environment Judge J.R. Jackson 
Mrs R Grigg 
Mr RS. Tasker 

HEARING at CHRISTCHURCH on 9-13, 16-20 February 1998, and 16 March 
1998 

COUNSEL 

Mr A. Hearn QC and Ms J. Chesterman for P.D. Sloan (the applicant) 
Mr J.R Milligan and Mr A. Prebble for the Christchurch City Council 
Mr A.J. More for Southway Properties Limited 
Mr P.B. Churchman and Mr J.G. Butler for Foodstuffs (South Island) Limited 

and M.J. and G.L. Speden Limited 
Mr A.C. Hughes-Johnson for Baker Boys Limited 

DECISION 

synopsis 

[A/ Introduction 
[BJ Preliminary Legal Issues 
[CJ Social and Economic Effects 
[DJ Traffic Effects 
[EJ Relevant Objectives, Policies and Rules 
[FJ Section 105(2)(b): Threshold tests 
[GJ Section 105(I): Exercise of Discretion 
[HJ Outcome 

[A/ Intrnduction 

The Proposal and Site 

1. These are appeals under section 120 of the Resource Management Act 1991 

(“the Act” or “the RMA”). They relate to a resource consent granted with 

conditions by the Christchurch City Council (“the Council”) on 26 February 
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61 . 

140. Accordingly we make the following &: 

(1) Under section 290 of the Act - 

(a) the Council’s decision is confirmed; and 

(b) a resource consent is granted to Mr P D Sloan but substituting the 

conditions as given 111 the Schedule of Conditions below; 

(2) Leave is reserved to any party to apply within ten (10) working days of 

the date of this decision to amend the conditions further if they are: 

(4 unclear or internally inconsistent; or 

(b) they need amendment to confirm with current practice in wording 

of traffic engmeering conditions; or 

(c) if changes are necessary to give better effect to the spirit of the 

decision 

(3) Under section 285 of the Act costs are reserved and if any party wishes 

to do so then the following timetable should be adhered to: 

(a) any application for costs shall be filed and served within 20 

working days of the date of this decision; 

(b) any reply within a further 20 working days of the date of this 

decision 
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SCHJ5DULEOFCONDITlONS 

The land use consent to establish a supermarket on the site at 999 Ferry Road. 

Christchurch - the site being part of Lots 1 and 2 DP 65725 containing 32,678m2 as 

shown on the attached plan 3993/l (called “the plan”) - is subject to the following 

conditions: 

1. The development shall proceed in accordance with the plan subject to the 

following conditions. 

2. The site shall be landscaped in accordance with the revised pl; 

ref 97 11 subject to the following amendments: 

(a) The areas south of the east-west link shown as future buildings on 

the plan RC96 13 16/l shall be grassed; 

(b) An irrigation system shall be installed prior to the opening of the 

supermarket to the public to provide for frequent watering of all 

landscaping areas: 

(c) Extra trees and shrubs are to be planted as shown on Mr Craig 

amended copy of the plan (ref. 9711) produced to the Court; 

(d) The landscapmg shall be maintained in a neat and tidy condition 

and any plants that are diseased, damaged or dying shall be 

replaced immediately. 

3. The vehicle accessways shown on the plan shall be formed, marked and 

sealed prior to the supermarket opening to the public 
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4. The carparking area shall have vehicle access to Ferry Road as shown on 

the plan. 

5. A minimum of 200 car-parking spaces (being those to the east of the 

avenue shown on the plan) and all vehicle manoeuvre areas shall be 

formed, sealed and marked out pior to the opening of the supermarket PO 

the public. 

6. In order that any uses to establish on the balance titles are prevented from 

using the eastern access/egress to the car-park: 

(a) The site shah be fenced off from the balance titles; and 

(b) the exit from the balance titles shall be designed 

so as to prevent left-hand turns into the carpark by exiting vehicles 

7. So long as a supermarket is operating further activities may be allowed 

on the site: 

(1) provided that the occupier carrying out such activity(ies) has the 

written approval of the Council’s traffic engineer (which shall not 

be withheld unless the limit in (2) below is met); and 

(2) unless and until. in the reasonable estrmation of the Council’s 

traftic engineer the traffic flow exiting the site through the central 

(eastern) egress point will then as a result of any further 

activity(ies) regularly exceed 770 vehicles per hour for at least one 

hour per day (excluding Sundays). 

8. The deceleration lanes. cycle lane and the footpaths shown on the plan 

shall be constructed at the cost of the applicant and to the satisfaction of 

the council’s traffic engineer pnor to the opening of the supermarket to 
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the public. An easement shall be created at the cost of the applicant to 

enable public access over the land necessary for the road widening. 

9. A painted median at least 2.5 metres wide and designed to ensure 

westbound tranlc on Ferry Road is able to turn right onto the site without 

delaying other westbound vehicles shall be installed at the cost of the 

applicant, prior to the opening of the supermarket to the public, and to 

the satisfaction of the Council’s traffic engineer. 

10. The freestanding exterior sign shall have a maximum width of 3 metres 

and a maximum height of 10 metres. The three wall signs shown on t 

building elevations submitted at the hearing, and to be placed on the 

northern, western and southern faces of the building shall each have an 

area no greater than 25 m’. 

11. The consent notice which is registered on the titles pursuant to section 

221 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (as a result of a subdivision 

approval East/94/028) shall be removed before the supermarket 

development proceeds. 

12. In addition to the fees payable for the processing of the application th, 

applicant shall pay to the Council a monitoring fee of $1 12.50. This 

monitoring fee covers the cost of setting up a monitoring programme and 

carrying out up to two site inspections to ensure compliance with the 

conditions imposed. Where further site inspections are required because 

of non-compliance with any of the conditions the Council may render an 

account to the consent holder for addinonal monrtorlng fees at the rate of 

$60.00 per hour of the rime involved. 
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13. Pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the 

Council may review conditions 6 and 7 by serving notice either - 

(a) within a period of 3 months commencing on the first anniversary of 

this decision; or 

0) commencing on any following anniversary of the date of ‘thrs 

decision 

in order to deal with any adverse effect on the environment which may 

arise from the exercise of this consent and which it is appropriate to deal 

with at a later stage. 

14. These conditions also record thar the applicant has agreed to pay %50,000 

to the Christchurch City Council prior to the. opening of the supermarket 

as a contribution towards the redesign and reconstruction of the 

intersection at Humphreys Drive and Ferry Road. 

-;; ,kG DATED at CHRISTCHURCH thiq / -day of p 

/ 
1998 
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Appendix 3: Approved Resource Consent Decision and Plans 
RMA20003878 
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i-''ullc{ing \vaíi.qranted in Iate;'1000 't'his r¡rill bring tire tofal floor arca lcrr retailing activities trti lhc

sitc: lr.r 21634t'ti2

T'he appliea.tior: iãils to corn¡rly rvitir lhe Christcliurch scction of the Tr-ansiLional Cit,v [¡lan in

reqt.recl ol' the- iì:lir,rvil rg rLtlcs:

l?.i:,tailing is lrr,l 1trni,.i,Jr:rÌ lirr-ìr: tlte linipl,lynrcrtt 2 zonr: artd is lhcrcfole dcetl.¡cd a non-

r:o rtr¡ii'i rt u ai i i \,'; t',,.

'ì'hree ve:hic.lt: r;ìt {.)ìîi!ri+ri ¿lrì llitïrrrittlrrl on siti:, l','.rr.*" cr'<-tssirtgs ot'iFc'.riv Roarj ¡ttcl oite olllo
| !r-ttriplir*ys i)tii¡t: ¡:i,; lri fiit'arsc(i

-i"irc lcqttirerJ I i;:' rìlr:il'¡-ts (li-!*t.te :ip,.l.ür.r. -5Ú rrltrtl'q:$ irrc.lptlseti.

Irr lenns oîth* !:'ro¡rc,sed iìity |rl¿¡1the eilplication faiis 1o cr-rrl¡:lv in respecf r:flthr: foilowing nries.

.,vitìr h,¡ jf'oi iìrc tandscaning ler¡Lrirr:ii fì:r tlle sile ic
rvitll tìir': {-rìrr5,¡¡i,;1¡ir:rl I ;zon+. [.,csu ihillr tltt: lliilo

Fnvircnmeridi Seivi¡-;es,ijnii.. r-invlood Service Cenlri; " 180 Srnith Slr*et " POAox24-214
Chrì:,tcl'rrrrch . i,Jew.i¿;¡i;¡nti ' T.)leÈìir(rn¡r 1.1'li38a-i477 , t'ax (031 372"263s ' htlp-l¿4ulary çi--ç.çlo]4,n¿le-s¡l

'i'li* r-eqLrired li.lgzi' larr<iscapirtg of'tirc siíe

I r r-, li i'fi \'i ci r:cl ¿g 
. r¡r r ì r., I ii tl t lr I il t I i rl û iÏlLl t l ti;t1..,

lr:rìriir¿:r! iilr ! ir,:'r"rlt,.r!c sii * is !ti-t'rDosi-.ti

rcl.r¡l¡¡¡¡;1 -j-r-rr1y 
l\/1rr r.:y ll,l) 37?-?6:lrJ ' Enrail: t9l-ly l.ÌlUrIEll(Oip':- qç:ll¡;

íllE.1.hi?¡:)i:
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- The required l0 metre wide landscaping strip along Ferry Road boundary. In terms of the

landscaping in front of the supermarket, the applicant is relying upon an Environment Court

decision that enabled the estatlishment of the Woolworths supermarket on the site and

acknowlecl ged arecluction in the width of lanclscaping along Ferry Road in accorclallce with

un opprou.ã landscape plan ref 971I and approved plan RC 961316. This redr¡ction still

requiied between 6 metres and 7 metres of landscaping in front of the Stage I retail

r,uitcling. The plan submitrecl and the proposal rvil[ now mean that the lanclscaping strip rvill

be reclucecl to 4.5 nìetres al most (olwhich 2 nretres is a 1'ontred footpath), and 2 metres at

the western etrcl.

- Where a retail buildi¡g is in excess of 4000m2 of floor area the proposal is a controlled

activity with respect to the location of builclings, car parking areas, access points'

landscaping alld activities on adjoining sites and adjoining zones.

- The layout oft'car ¡larking spaces. Some oflthe shoft terttl parks do not tneet the reqtrirecl

dirnensiorts.

The requrirecl t;ar llarl<ing spaces. There is a sho¡1lall ol'158 parking spaces and 30 c-vcle

spaces.

'[he lnaximr¡m 9 r¡etre length of vehicle crossin,ç5s. The Flumphreys Drive crossing will be

l4 ntetres and the ferry Road West service access crossing willbe 9 lnetres'

'l'lte ntaximuln two vehicle crossing for Ferry Road. Four are proposed'

The proposal rvill exceecl the 250 vehicte trips ancl 25 car parking space threshold providecl

irr llre Plan.

This application has lreen considered by the ResoLrrce N{anagernent Officer Committee antl cotlsenl.

has b'een gritllletl otl illc t'.t ttrrttrllt lltal'

(l) A.ny effect cn tlìe cn','irotrnre;nt u'ill be insignifìcant'

(2) The proposal iloes rror riignificautly contravene the objectives alrci policies of the

'f iansiiionai ol Pro¡rost:ci Cìty [tian.

'f he Resource Consc;rt is sLrbject to tlie lollowing conrlitions:

I That the cJeveìirr)t1let.ìi lÏ'oceer!s in accorclance with the plans ancl illfon¡ation stlbtnìttedr rt'itil

the Resorrrcc i,l6¡scrrt ì,¡l¡rli,;atirlrr, nr-r¡nbercrl R.lVfA 20003S7S/l-10 otr Cotrtlr:iI recol'c!s'

-['hat ianclsoa¡ring sho\\,;tì on thcr plans, notv nltt¡lbered RMA 20003878/[-2 arril 6-1Û' t¡¿:

carrieci our w,itirin iwel,¡e rrronths of the uplifting, of the builcling consent. All lanclsca¡rirrt

,rust be nlaintailerl a¡rd if it rlies or i.s ciestroved. must be replaceci inrnrecliately r'vith ¡ilants

ola si¡nilar spccies,

All rrees to be planteil or¡ the site lu,ith tlre exception of Loi 21-T 82763) are 1o bc l 5

metre-s tall at liie tinre of planting.

l-arrclscapin¡I orr i.ot ? l,-l'ti?76] shall bc the existing plantirrg as shr,rrvt't on plan ll¡viA

Z000igigltr-l(1, 'f his plantirrg rl,oll Lrc rraintaincrl in accorclallce ivìlli tlre (litv l'iarl

Dcvclrr¡-.,¡¡1çnl lií¿tllrìii¡'t! ([.ltt-tittc:'s 'l zrillc) 4 ? 7 llrd silcciílcail"':

1

-t

4
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(o) Planting shall be maintained and, if dead, diseased or damaged, shall be replaced

with plants of similar species frorn the Planting Key on the Plan.

(b) All trees to be replanted are to be 1.0 metre tall at the tirne of planting.

(c) A wheel-stop barrier in the form of a continuous concrete kerl¡ shallbe provided
alonE; the southern bounciary of Lot 2L,'l 82763 to prevent darnage from vehicles.

5. There is to br: no discharge ol'stonnrvater to the landscapecl area ott the north t¡oundary oF

the site.

6. For practical reasons, and the maintenance ancl protection of the landscaping to the norlh of
the site, there is to be no ferrcing erected on the legal boundary betweerl Lots I and 2 LT
82763. Shor¡ld fencing on the southern boundary of Lot 2 LT 82763 lre necessary, it shall

be at the election and cost of the ownel'ancl of standard post anclr,vire cotlstruction
sufäcient to.
(n) lvfeet the owner's reasonable sectrrìty requirentettts: and

(b) lVlair¡tein visibility ol'the ianrisca¡recl area and adjoinìng rescrve.

5 "Ihelirliowin,cshall applytoihe areat¡lthelandscapestrip (.L.ot2L'f 82763) shadedbrotrytt

ancf ¡rart oltir': ar"ea titled'Existing Ren¡nantVegeta.tion at the [[ttrn¡rltreys Drive encl:

(a) Existing grounri levels shall be rtlaintainecl;
(b) Any ad.ioinin*9 car park orground lbrrna.tion works murit be oIsuch clesiglt as tt'r

mairrinin and protect these existing levels including constrr.lcticln of,a retairrìng

stnretrre if necessary, to the Corrncil's satisfaction:
(c) Existing ancl proposed addltional planting shall be maintained as part of tlie whole

lanclsc'npe ¡rlan.

8. -ihe Stage 2 arrcl 3 i-rrriiclings will h¿i'¡e clark gre'y c,olours (Resencl 2Q00lr Iarlge gr.tn¡rorvcier

-ì916()) fi:¡'tlre bctionl irrii) ia'icl;. tirr.r serconcl trvo layers will btr iltid crearli (l{c:ierrc 2000[

rrìtlgç nrarziparr -5yri40.¡ arrcl iìre to¡r rrte ancl a half iayers -will be painterl paic r:i-t-'attt (Rcsutc

20001 rangc rrrilkpr.rnclr 7vo40) in a.ddition. liie Stage 2 bLrilcJirtg rvill also ltar,'r: llre IoL'rnosl

section of thc building pairriecJ 
"vlrite 

lRest:ne alaba.sier 8.5grl2 range)

9. That a rni¡rirnrrrn of 575 visitor oarking spaces plr.rs B0 stafl spar;es arc to lle iirovidecl oli
srte

l0 That tlle westi:rn service vehicle access Lle sign postecl as suclr to discottraQe nrltl-sertir,-e
,,,ehic;le i.rsc ot' l iìc ¿rr;cr:sl;.

It 'l'hat lllc e¿ìslçt-rr scr-\,içc.,,chii-lc egress have ¡:iis¡r positioncxJ in a ìucaiiotr vi:;ii:ìc l,r

easliroirrrri ir'¿riiic on ïìcrrv íi*¿rcl

12 'fhat the exíslrng scllicJ nredian island on Ferry Road opposite the \veslc!'lì site ir¿¡tlndary bc

extencled along Ferry Roacl centre line in an easlerly direction to a ¡toittt 20 nletre:s east" ol
f he site's '¡¿esleln houtt<larry.

i3. '.fhat a soliel rriedian island be constructecl on Fer'ry Roacl conr¡tencittg af a poinl .-5 n¡etres

east of the eastern site boundary ancl extencling alongthe Ferru Roacl cetrtre line in a

r\rrlgiç¡l,v rlìreclìol í'or i.l i¡reiiesl

l-t Atrl, rloq{";ist;,icia{cci r,,,itlr tllc clesic,n anrl r:ottstrttction cl'thc trafi"ir": tì1írlìagc!llr.Ì!lt tlr:vict:s

lcf-clrecJ io c¡'rrjilicins l2 arlrl i-l altclvc âtir {o lle nlel llv lili:;ìílfllr::ârrl.
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15. That the Flumphreys Drive acÇess be constructed and operational prior to arLy part of the

buildings conrprising Stages 2to 4 inclusive of the development being occupiecl by any

tenant or owner.

16. That before alry work is undertaken on street associated with conditions 12 ancl 13 above,

the applicant is to notify the Council's City Stret:ts manager in u,riting advisirrg the work to
be carriecl out and the rJates within which lhe work is to be conclucted.

|i. Shor-rld the value of the proposecl work exceed $ t00,00.oo, a fìnancial contribution of 0.5%

of the assessed value of the develclpnrent shall br: paid at the time the building consent is
uplifted. No work is able to be carried out until the financial contribution has been paicl.

17. In addition to f,ees payable for the processing of this application the applicant shall pay to

the Council a monitoring lee of $75.00 (for wlúdr an account will be rendered). This

monitoring fee covers the cost of setting up a tnonitoring programme and carrying out a sil,e

inspection to r:nsure compliance witlr the conditions irnposecl. Where firltllel'sifer
inspections ari:recìuirecl trecaLrse ol'non conrpliance with any o['thc c:ottciilic-rtls the L]rtrt¡lcrii

nrzry r-erriit:r'an acÌ(jol,rìl ic ilre const)rìt holcler fill additional rnorritot'itts l'erls at thc rn(r: cÈ

"160 00 per ltour i¡i'íire iit¡¡t', i¡rvolveti.

r\-,rOTE: This corrsenl cloes not plovicle ap¡>r'oval for arry signage.. Atry proposed signage r¡riii lreccl

to satisfy the t-elevant planning irrovisions.
ìn relation to,;ondition 7, the Councilwill ai its orvn cost undeftake aclclitiortal plantirrg ot-

Plagianthus divaricatus in this area.

r\ copv olthis Restlrrile {lonsent has bcen ft-¡r'r,vat'cled to lhe Buiiding Consetrt Icatli tl,ito rvill Ili--iiii'

ycLi ir'lrcn your tlr.rildirtg iloitsr:rti (Alì,\. lûf109:t4B) is r'rady tÌlr issL¡e.

,{st'rt'o',iidoci fìlrtryÍì,,rr:tir-.rr lì5riÍ'thr:ì{el;rltrr-,c-[ilan¿tgcntcntA.cl.thisconscrtlrvili lt¡rscoltillc
ex¡rir.r, of 2 years Íi't-rlrr the ciafe ollhis lettcr ruìiess r:1{-ecl is giverr io thc coitscn{ bcfore 1l)aÍ ii,ì[Ð (.)j

a;ì iìltlt)iication is iuack: ir-¡ tiie í-itrr.lrir.:li ttncier Sectio¡l 125.

'l'r.tit',¡ i\I0l.iaV
¡\ l.i i:],\ i)íiVI i,{}l'j\i í::l'j'l'
.jr 

-1¿,Ìi,'' Ir lilx'li {.{) {' hì Iì¡i'l'

ç.c. Srrc Rr:'bs,-tit,
!i.c.¡hson Garlanci
f' O Bor,
{.irristchurc;lr

qi?" tr

i'|'ìr\ l¡i l.iþ"w{-}{}l}

i)a.rn L:llis
i'ìropcrty l-Irrit, {-'iu istolrurch Cìty Corrrrcil
1Ì íl T.lox 237
Llhrislchrrrcir

hlul!y
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Resource Management Äct 1991
Christchurch City Council

Report on Non Notifred
Resource Consent Application

File ref.
261999

RMA 20003878

Applicant:
Site address:
Legal Description:
Transitional Cify PIan:
Type of Activify:
Proposed City Plan:
Type of Activity:

Patrick David Sloan
999 Ferry Road
Lots 1-3 DP 68725 & Lot zLT 82763 (Landscaping)
Employment2 Zone (City Section)
Non-Complying
Business 4 Zone
Restricted Discretionary

Application
The applicant seeks to erect three retailing buildings on the above site together with associated car
parking and landscaping. The proposed buildings are shown as stages 2,3 and 4 on the site plan and have
building floor areas of 1 1,898 m2,3,706 m2 and 1,175 m2 respectively. The site presently has one building
located on it (a 3,858m2 supermarket) while resource consent approval lor a997m2 retailing building was
granted in late 2000. This will bring the total floor area for retailing activities on the site to 21,634 m2.

This proposal fails to comply with the following provisions of the Transitional City Plan:

Retailing is not provided for in the Employment 2 Zone as either a predominant þermitted) or
conditional (discretionary) activity. It is therefore deemed to be a non-complying activity.

Rule 64.8 relates to the number of vehicle crossings permitted for this site. In this case the proposal is
entitled to 3 crossings whereas the applicant proposes 4 crossings on Ferry Road and one onto
Humphreys Drive. (Discretionary activity).

Rule 68.3 relates to queuing space and requires l95m worth of queue space. In this case the proposal
will provide 56m. (Discretionary activity).

This proposal fails to comply with the following provisions of the Proposed City Plan:

Rule 4.2.7(a) in Part 4 of the Proposed Plan relates to landscaping and requires l0o/o of the site to be

landscaped with half of the landscaping required for the site to be provided along the common
boundary with the Conservation 7 Zone. In this case the applicant is providing less than fhe l}Yo
required for the whole site. (Restricted Discretionary activity).

Rule 4.2.7(a)(ii) in Part 3 of Volume 3 of the Proposed Plan relates to landscaping and requires a 10m

wide landscaping strip along the Ferry Road boundary. In terms of the landscaping in front of the
supermarket, the applicant is relying upon an Environment Court decision that enabled the
establishment of the V/oolworths supermarket on the site and acknowledged a reduction in the width
of landscaping along Ferry Road in accordance with an approved landscape plan ref 97ll and
approved plan RC961316. This reduction still required between 6 and 7m of landscaping to be

provided. A further resource consent approval RM420003379 also relaxed the landscaping in front of
the stage I retail building. The final area of landscaping is located on the road frontage in front of the
stage 2 building. The plan submitted with the proposal will now mean that the landscaping strip will
be reduced to 4.5m at most (of which 2m is a formed footpatþ, arrd2m at the western end. (Restricted
Discretionary activity).
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Rule 4.2.9 in Part 3 of Volume 3 of the Proposed Plan relates to development of retail space and

deems that where a retail building in excess of 4,000m2 of floor area is proposed, it is deemed to be a

controlled activity with respect to the location of buildings, car parking areas, access points,

landscaping, and activities on adjoining sites and adjoining zones.

Rule 2.2.1 in Part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to the layout of car parking spaces and requires

compliance with Appendix 1 In this case some of the short terms car parks do not meet the required

dimensions. (Restricted Discretionary activity).

piule 2.2.2 in Part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to the availability of car parking spaces. In this case

the proposal has a shortfall of 158 parking spaces and 30 cycle spaces. (Restricted Discretionary

activity).

Rule 2.3.3 in Part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to the length of vehicle crossings and limits the

crossings to a maximum width of 9m. In this case the Humphreys Drive crossing will be 14m and the

Ferry Road West service vehicle crossing will be 9m. (Restricted Discretionary activity).

Rule 2.3.5 in Part 13 of the Proposed Plan restricts the number of vehicle crossings allowed for Ferry

Road to a maximum of two. In this case four crossings ¿ìre proposed for Ferry Road, (Restricted

Discretionary activity).

Rule 2.3.8(a) in Part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to access for high traffic generators. The proposal

will exceed the 250 vehicle trip and 25 car parking space thresholds provided in the rule. It is therefore

a restricted discretionary activity in terms of vehicular access.

1" Witl any adverse effect on the environment of the activity for which consent is sought be minor?

It is considered that this proposal will have a no more than minor effect on the environment.

Where retailing activities occur inazone where the activity is not contemplated, or of a large scale,

there is the potential for the activity to be incompatible with existing and permitted future activities

and for reverse sensitivity effects. There is also potential for diminished amenity values and adverse

traffrc effects. These matters are addressed separately below'

In this case the Environment Court has already found that one type of retailing activity is appropriate

on the site. At that time the Court also contemplated further retail expansion in the context of
landscaping and traffrc although this was not specifically part of the approval provided. With the

exception of the Conservation 1A Zoned land to the North, the site is surrounded by land zoned

Business 4 and adjoins Ferry Road to the South, and Humphreys Drive to the Northeast, both of which

are busy arterial roads. The site is easily accessed by motor vehicle from these roads"

The proposal has been considered by Janet Reeves, Senior Planner Urban Design and projects. The

proposal will involVe a mix of retailing activities available on the site although at this time there are no

floor plans or specific details regarding the exact nature of the activities that will establish. The

applicant has advised that smaller activities will likely be located closest to the car parking and

fooþath areas while larger product retailing is likely at the rear of these buildings. There is generous

space between the proposed buildings and the site boundaries. There is space provided between stages

2 and3 thafwill allow ready access to the reserve land to the reserve land to the North of the site. The

elevations of the stage 2 building will have dark grey colours for the bottom two layers, the second

two layers will be mid cream and the top one and a half layers will be painted pale cream with the

topmost section of the building painted white. Ms Reeves is satisfied that these colours will blend in

harmoniously with the environment. It is noted that the reference to signage on the elevations is
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indicative only and this consent does not include any specific signage. The buildings on the site will
not adversely affect any living Zones or the activities on the adjoining sites.

Furthermore the Proposed Plan has been amended by Council decisions in May of 1999 with the result

that retailing in the Business 4 Zone is now anticipated and permitted. Noting these matters, and the

fact that considerable weight can now be afforded to the Proposed Plan, it is considered that the

proposed retailing activity will not have any adverse effects upon the adjoining and surrounding

activities.

Where the landscaping standards in the Plan can not be achieved, there is potential for a proposal to

result in diminished amenity values. In this case the landscaping is required to be located along the

Ferry Road Frontage, Humphreys Drive frontage and adjacent to the Conservation 1A Zone.

Firstly with respect to the landscaping along the road frontage it is noted that the environment court

decision that allowed the supermarket to establish also referred to an approved landscaping plan for the

Ferry Road frontage of the site. A further and more detailed landscaping plan was submitted in August

1999 for building consent and was subsequently amended to include a number of pohutukawa and

ngaio trees adjacent to the supermarket. At this time the applican! established a number of slip lanes

for access onto the site after obtaining approval from the Cþ Streets Unit of the Council. The

landscaping in front of what is now the stage 1 building was further amended by RMA 20003379'

These plans also showed a landscaping area in front of what is now the proposed stage 2 building. The

applicant is now proposing to formalise the landscaping in front of the stage 2 building. The proposal

will mean that the 10m wide landscaping strip will be reduced to 4.5m at most (of which 2m is a

formed footpath) at the eastern end, and 2matthe western end.

While the width of the landscaping strip in front of stage 2 is less than what the plan anticipates, the

Council's landscape architect, Mr Andrew Craíg, advises that diminished width of landscaping can

sometimes be mitigated by the qualþ of planting. He notes that the applicant proposes to planf 2

ngaio trees, 3 plagianthus trees, arñ2 cabbage trees for the 60m frontage. He considers that these trees

together with ground cover shrubs will suffrciently mitigate the reduced width of landscaping. It is also

noìed that theãpplicant has extended landscaping over road reserve land adjacent to the slip lanes. It is

therefore considered that the diminished landscape width will result in an insignificant effect on the

environment.

The proposal satisfies the landscape and planting requirements for the Humphreys Drive Road

frontage.

In terms of the landscaping required where a site adjoins a Conservation Zone, it is noted that while

the applicant is not providing half of the required landscaping on Business 4 Zoned land, the applicant

owns a 5m wide strip of land adjoining the larger site in the Conservation 1A Zone. This land has been

landscaped and exhibits a number of well established trees. A landscaping plan has been prepared for

this area to reflect this existing planting and it can be retained and maintained by conditions of
consent. The applicant has suggested and agreed to this approach.

This landscape plan has been considered by the Council's Landscape Architect, Mr Andrew Craig' Mr

Craig has advised that he is satisfied that the existing landscaping will be sufficient to mitigate the

effect of the diminished width of landscap e area on the north boundary of the site in the context of the

proposed buildings. It is therefore considered that the diminished landscape width in this location will

result in an insignificant effect on the environment.
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The traffic related effects of the proposal relate to car parking spaces and design, vehicle access,

queuing space and high trafftc generation. The applicant has submitted a trafftc assessment and this

has been reviewed by the Council's Senior Traffic Planner, Mr Ray Edwards. The assessment is based

on general retail activities.

With respect to the number and layout of the short term car and cycle parking, Mr Edwards is satisfied

that the overall layout and cumulative area for parking is suitable to ensure that there are no adverse

effects on the environment in terms of safety and convenience.

Mr Edwards notes that the applicant intends to continue using the two existing formed access

driveways on Ferry Road that presently serve the V/oolworths Supermarket together with the addition

of two new service vehicle accesses on Ferry Road and a new access onto Humphreys Drive. The

western service vehicle access to the site will be an entrance only while the eastern service vehicle

access will be an exit only. The Humphreys Drive access will provide an entrance for vehicle arriving

from both directions, but will but will be limited to providing an exit to westbound traffic. He

recommends conditions relating to signage and median islands to ensure that there are no adverse

effects from the operation of activities on the site. These conditions have been discussed with the

applicant who has agreed to their inclusion within any consent granted. 'With specific regard to the

ftumphreys Road crossing, Mr Edwards notes that the Council's City Streets unit has given approval

to the access design but not to the access construction. Rather than delay the processing of the consent

pending resolution of this matter, Mr Edwards and the applicant both favour and have agreed upon a

condition of consent to the effect that the access must be constructed prior to the operation of the

retailing activities on the site. Provided these conditions that the applicant has agreed to are met, he is

satisfied that the additional use of these existing accesses together with the new accesses resulting

from the establishment and operation of the proposed activþ will not compromise either the safety or

effrciency of vehicles movements to or from Ferry Road or Humphreys Drive, nor cause any adverse

effects to existing traffic movements'

With respect to queuing space, Mr Edwards notes that this non-compliance relates only to the

Transitional City Plan and not the Proposed City Flan. He notes that there are no references to the

queuing space rules in the Proposed Plan that arc the most recent expression of agreed community and

Council policy. He is satisfied that this matter will not result in any adverse ef[ects.

Finally with respect to traffic generation, Mr Edwards is satisfied that the traffrc generated by the

activities on the site will be well served by the number and locations of the vehicle crossings. He has

reached the view that the estimated exit volume at the Ferry Road eastem customer access is unlikely

to exceed 400 vehicles per hour (some 370 vph less than the 770vph placed on this access by the

earlier Environment Court decision). The proposed Humphreys Drive access will distribute the site

generated traffic loading more evenly on the surrounding artenal road network, and this offers capacity

advantages on Ferry Road.

I concur with Mr Edwards assessment of traffrc effects and agree that provided a number of mitigating

conditions of consent agreedto by the applicant are satisfied, the proposal is unlikely to result in any

significant trafhc effects on the environment.

2. Who may be considered to be adversely affected by the granting of this application? Identify the

properties on the attached Plan.
În úght of the reasons expressed above it is considered that any adverse effect generated by this

propãsal will be trivial and insignificant. I therefore consider that no written consents are required with

regard to this proposal, as no persons are adversely affected'
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3.

4.

5.

Has the written approval of every person who may be considered to be adversely affected by the
granting ofthe resource consent been obtained?
N/A.

If the answer to 3 above is no, has a Hearings Panel determined pursuant to Section 9a(1)(c) that
it is unreasonable in the circumstances to require the obtaining of every such approval?
N/A

5. Notwithstanding the above, do any special circumstances exist in relation to this application
which would lead you to conclude that the application should be notifred? If the answer is yes,

why? [Section 94(5)l
No.

Recommendation: That the application need not be notified in accordance with Section 93 of the

Resource Management Act 1991 as it meets the criteria of Section 94.

Reported and recommended by: 2001

Decision : Non-Notified

Area Development Officer:

Planning Administration Manager: 2001

Steve Goeldner, Senior Planner
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Rule 4.2.9 in Part 3 of Volume 3 of the Proposed Plan relates to development of retail space and

deems that where a retail building in excess of 4,000m2 of floor area is proposed, it is deemed to be a

controlled activity with respect to the location of buildings, car parking areas, access points,

landscaping, and activities on adjoining sites and adjoining zones.

Rule 2.2.1 in Part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to the layout of car parking spaces and requires

compliance with Appendix L In this case some of the short terms car parks do not meet the required

dimensions. (Restricted Discretionary activity).

Rlule 2.2.2 in part l3 of the Proposed Plan relates to the availabilþ of car parking spaces. In this case

the proposal has a shortfall of 158 parking spaces and 30 cycle spaces. (Restricted Discretionary

activity).

Rule 2.3.3 in part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to the length of vehicle crossings and limits the

crossings to a maximum width of 9m. In this case the Humphreys Drive crossing will be 14m and the

Ferry Road West service vehicle crossing will be 9m. @estricted Discretionary activity).

Rule 2.3.5 in part l3 of the Proposed Plan restricts the number of vehicle crossings allowed for Ferry

Road to a maximum of two. In this case four crossings are proposed for Ferry Road. @estricted

Di scretionary activity).

Rule 2.3.8(a) in part 13 of the Proposed Plan relates to access for high trafftc generators. The proposal

will exceed the250 vehicle trip and 25 car parking space thresholds provided in the rule. It is therefore

a restricted discretionary activity in terms of vehicular access.

Consultation
The applicant has not consulted with the adjoining landowners as the applicant has deemed that there are

no affected parties.

\ilhen considering an application for a resource consent the consent authority shall have regard to

Section 104 (1) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

What are the actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity?

The following effects of this activity on the environment have been identified.

Retailing effects
Wh*" ."trtttng activities occrü in a zone where the activity is not contemplated, or of a large scale, there

is the potentiai for the activity to be incompatible with existing and permitted future activities and for

,"rr.rr" sensitivity effects. There is also potential for diminished amenity values and adverse traffic

effects. These matters are addressed separately below.

In this case the Environment Court has already found that one type of retailing activity is appropriate on

the site. At that time the Court also contemplated further retail expansion in the context of landscaping

and traffrc although this was not specifically part of the approval provided. V/ith the exception of the

Conservation lA Zonedland to the North, the site is surrounded by land zoned Business 4 and adjoins

Ferry Road to the South, and Humphreys Drive to the Northeast, both of which are busy atterial roads'

The site is easily accessed by motor vehicle from these roads.

The proposal has been considered by Janet Reeves, Senior Planner Urban Design and projects. The

p.opårui will involve a mix of retailing activities available on the site although at this time there are no

hoo, ptur. or specific details regarding the exact nature of the activities that will establish. The applicant

has advised that smaller activities will likely be located closest to the car parking and footpath areas while
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larger product retailing is likely at the rear of these buildings. There is generous space between the

proposed buildings and the site boundaries. There is space provided between stages 2 and 3 that will
allow ready access to the reserve land to the reserve land to the North of the site" The elevations of the

stage 2 building will have dark grey colours for the bottom two layers, the second two layers will be mid
cream and the top one and a half layers will be painted pale cream with the topmost section of the

building painted white. Ms Reeves is satisfied that these colours will blend in harmoniously with the

environment. It is noted that the reference to signage on the elevations is indicative only and this consent

does not include any specific signage. The buildings on the site will not adversely affect any living Zones

or the activities on the adjoining sites.

Furthermore the Proposed Plan has been amended by Council decisions in May of 1999 with the result

that retailing in the Business 4 Zone is now anticipated and permitted. Noting these matters, and the fact

that considerable weight can no\¡r' be afforded to the Proposed Plan, it is considered that the proposed

retailing activity will not have any adverse effects upon the adjoining and surrounding activities.

Diminished street scene and amenity values.

Where the landscaping standards in the Plan can not be achieved, there is potential for a proposal to result

diminished amenity values. In this case the landscaping is required to be located along the Ferry Road

Frontage, Humphreys Drive frontage and adjacent to the Conservation 1A Zone.

Firstly with respect to the landscaping along the road frontage it is noted that the environment court

decision that allowed the supermarket to establish also referred to an approved landscaping plan for the

Ferry Road frontage of the site. A further and more detailed landscaping plan was submitted in August

1999 for building consent and was subsequently amended to include a number of pohutukawa and ngaio

trees adjacent to the supermarket. At this time the applicant established a number of slip lanes for access

onto the site after obtaining approval from the Cþ Streets Unit of the Council. The landscaping in front

of what is now the stage I building was further amended by RMA 20003379. These plans also showed a

landscaping arcain front of what is now the proposed stage 2 building. The applicant is now proposing to

fonnalise the landscaping in front of the stage 2 building. The proposal will mean that the 10m wide

landscaping strip will be reduced to 4.5m at most (of which 2m is a formed footpath) at the eastern end,

and2m at the western end.

While the width of the landscaping strip in front of stage 2 is less than what the plan anticipates, the

Council's landscape architect, Mr Andrew Craig, advises that diminished width of landscaping can

sometimes be mitigated by the quality of planting. He notes that the applicant proposes to plant 2 ngaío

trees, 3 piagianthus trees, and2 cabbage trees for the 60m frontage. He considers that these trees together

with ground cover shrubs will sufficiently mitigate the reduced width of landscaping. It is also noted that

the applicant has extended landscaping over road reserve land adjacent to the slip lanes. It is therefore

considered that the diminished landscape width will result in an insignificant effect on the environment.

The proposal satisfies the landscape and planting requirements for the Humphreys Drive Road frontage.

In terms of the landscaping required where a site adjoins a Conservation Zone, it is noted that while the

applicant is not providing half of the required landscaping on Business 4 Zoned land, the applicant owns

a 5m wide strip of land adjoining the larger site in the Conservation 1A Zone. This land has been

landscaped and exhibits a number of well established trees. A landscaping plan has been prepared for this

area to reflect this existing planting and it can be retained and maintained by conditions of consent.

This landscape plan has been considered by the Council's Landscape Architect, Mr Andrew Craig. Mr
Craighas advised that he is satisfied that the existing landscaping will be sufficient to mitigate the effect

of the diminished width of landscape area on the north boundary of the site in the context of the proposed

Xt)
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buildings. It is therefore considered that the diminished landscape width in this location will result in an

insignifrcant effect on the environment.

Traffic effects
The traffrc related effects of the proposal relate to car parking spaces and design, vehicle access, queuing

space and high traffic generation. The applicant has submitted a fiafftc assessment and this has been

reviewed by the Council's Senior Traffic Planner, Mr Ray Edwards. The assessment is based on general

retail activities.

With respect to the number and layout of the short term car and cycle parking, Mr Edwards is satisfied

that the overall layout and cumulative area for parking is suitable to ensure that there are no adverse

effects on the environment in terms of safety and convenience.

Mr Edwards notes that the applicant intends to continue using the two existing formed access driveways

on Ferry Road that presently serve the 'Woolworths Supermarket together with the addition of two new

service vehicle accesses on Ferry Road and a new access onto Humphreys Drive. The western service

vehicle access to the site will be an entrance only while the eastem service vehicle access will be an exit

only. The Humphreys Drive access will provide an entrance for vehicle arriving from both directions, but

will but will be limited to providing an exit to westbound traffrc. He recommends conditions relating to

signage and median islands to ensure that there are no adverse effects from the operation of activities on

the site. V/ith specific regard to the Humphreys Road crossing, Mr Edwards notes that the Council's City

Streets unit has given approval to the access design but not to the access construction. Rather than delay

the processing of the consent pending resolution of this matter, Mr Edwards and the applicant both favour

a condition of consent to the effect that the access must be constructed prior to the operation of the

retailing activities on the site. Provided these conditions are met, he is satisfied that the additional use of
these existing accesses together with the new accesses resulting from the establishment and operation of
the proposed activity will not compromise either the safety or efftciency of vehicles movements to or

from Ferry Road or Humphreys Drive, nor cause any adverse effects to existing traffrc movements.

With respect to queuing space, Mr Edwards notes that this non-compliance relates only to the Transitional

City Plan and not the Proposed City Plan. He notes that there are no references to the queuing space rules

in the Proposed Plan that are the most recent expression of agreed community and Council policy. He is

satisfred that this matter will not result in any adverse effects.

Finally with respect to traffic generation, Mr Edwards is satisfied that the traffrc generated by the

activities on the site will be well served by the number and locations of the vehicle crossings. He has

reached the view that the estimated exit volume at the Ferry Road eastern customer access is unlikely to

exceed 400 vehicles pff hour (some 370 vph less than the 770vph placed on this access by the earlier

Environment Court decision). The proposed Humphreys Drive access will distribute the site generated

traffrc loading more evenly on the surrounding arterial road network, and this offers capacity advantages

on Ferry Road.

I concur with Mr Edwards assessment of traffic effects and agree that provided a number of mitigating

conditions of consent are satisfied, the proposal is unlikely to result in any significant traffic effects on

the environment.

Financial C ontribution
Section 409 of the Resource Management Act 1991 enables a territorial authority to request a financial

contribution where a development is proposed.
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How do any relevant objectives, policies, rules or other provisions of the Transitional or Proposed
Plan relate to the proposal?
In relation to the Transitional City Plan, it is considered that this proposal is not contrary to the following
objectives and policies:

To minimise the impact of industrial activities on the environment and adjoining land uses.
To improve the appearance of industrial areas and to encourage appropriate þrms of industrial
development.

In this case the Environment Court has observed that retailing, in the form of a supermarket, is an
appropriate activity on the site. This is also reflected in the permitted activity status for retailing in the
Business 4 Zone in the Proposed Plan. When contemplating this type of activity as opposed to other
forms of industrial activity, the level and nature of the landscaping provided is likely to improve the
appearance of the site. The proposal is also consistent with the intent of the transportation provisions that
seek to provide a safe and effrcient traffrc network.

In relation to the Proposed City Plan, it is considered that this proposal is consistent with the following
objectives and policies:

Objective 4.2 A pleasant and attractive City.
Policy 4.2.2 To recognise and promote the "Garden City" identity, heritage and character of

Objective 7.6
Christchurch.
Sfficient and accessible off street parking and loading facilities meeting the normal
anticipated demands for each activity, while minimising the adverse effects of such

facilities on the safety and fficiency of the transport system.
Policy 7.6.3 To set minimum design standards for car parking spaces and car parking aress.
Policy 7.6.5 To control the number, size and position of access points to each property and land use

to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse efficts of manoeuvring and queuingvehicles.
Objective 1 2.7 A standard of amenity in industrial areas recognising their location and function, whilst

avoiding, remedying or mitigating the adverse fficts resulting from activity and
development in these areas.

Policy 12.7.1 To improve the visual amenity and street environment in industrial areas.

The activity is consistent with the commercial activities that are anticipated and located in this zone. The
location of the proposed buildings, together with the proposed landscaping, will ensure that the proposal
is consistent with the maintenance of the garden city character of Christchurch and amenity values in the
context of this area. The site provides access to the conservation lA Zoned land to the north of the site.
There will be sufficient parking and queuing area with appropriately located access crossings to ensure
that there are no adverse traffic effects.

Are there any other matters which are relevant and reasonably necessary to determine the
application (including Part II matters)?
The proposal is considered to be consistent with Part II matters in that the proposal will maintain the
amenity of the surrounding environment, in accordance with Section 7(c) and 7(f) of the Resource
Management Act 1991.

If the application is for a non-complying activity, does it meet at least one of the provisions of
Section 105 (2AX
It is considered that the proposal passes both of the threshold tests of Section 105 as it will not result in
any signifrcant adverse effects on the environment that can not be mitigated, and is consistent with the
intent of the objectives and policies in both the transitional and proposed plans.
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11.

Explain what relative weight you will give to the provisions of the Transitional District Plan and the
Proposed Plan, in your consideration of this application.
The Transitional Plan was written in terms of the prescriptive philosophy of the previous legislation. The
Proposed Plan has been written in terms of the enabling effects based philosophy of the Resource
Management Act 7991 and represents the most recent expression of the policy of the Council. The
Council has released the decisions to submissions on the Plan in two batches on the 8ú May and the 29ú

May 1999. The provisions of the Proposed Plan are therefore deemed to have considerable weight
although the provisions in the Transitional Plan still have some weight.

Recommendation: That for the above reasons the application be approved pursuant to Sections 104 and

105 of the Resource Management Act 1991, subject to the following conditions:

l. That the proposal shall proceed in accordance with the documents and plans submitted and now
labelled RMA 2000387811-10 in Council records.

That the landscaping shown on the Plans, now numbered RMA 2000387811-2 &.6-10 be carried out
within 12 months of the uplifting of the building consent. All landscaping must be maintained at all
times and if it dies, is diseased or is destroyed, must be replaced immediately with plants of a similar
species.

All trees to be planted on the site (with the exception of Lot 2LT 82763) are to be 1.5m tall at the time
of planting.

Landscaping on Lot 2LT 82763 shall be the existing planting as shown on Plan RMA 20000387816-
10. This planting shall be maintained in accordance with City Plan Development Standard (Business 4

Zone) 4.2.7. and specihcally:
(a) Planting shall be maintained and, if dead, diseased or damaged, shall be replaced with plants of

similar species from the Planting Key on the Plan.

(b) All trees to be replanted are to be l.0m tall at the time of planting.
(") A wheel-stop barrier in the form of a continuous concrete kerb shall be provided along the

southern boundary of Lot zLT 82763 to prevent damage from vehicles.

There is to be no discharge of stormwater to the landscaped area on the north boundary of the site.

For practical reasons, and the maintenance and protection of the landscaping to the north of the site,

there is to be no fencing erected on the legal boundary between Lots 1 and 2LT 82763. Should fencing
on the southern boundary of Lot 2 LT82763 be necessary, it shall be at the election and cost of the
owner and of standard post and wire construction sufficient to:
(a) Meet the owner's reasonable security requirements; and

(b) Maintain visibility of the landscaped area and adjoining reserye.

The following shall apply to the area of the landscape strip (Lot 2LT 82763) shaded brown and part of
the area titled "Existing Remnant Vegetation at the Humphreys Drive end:

(a) Existing ground levels shall be maintained;
(b) Any adjoining carpark or ground formation works must be of such design as to maintain and

protect these existing levels including construction of a retaining structure if necessary, to the

Council' s satisfaction;
(c) Existing and proposed additional planting shall be maintained as part of the whole landscape plan.

J

4.

5.

6.

7.
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s' The stage 2 and 3 buildings will have dark grey colours (resene 20001range gunpowder 39160) for the
bottom two layers, the second two layers will be mid cream (resene 20001 range marzipart 5yo40) and
the top one and a half layers will be painted pale cream (resene 20001 range milkpunch iyo40).In
addition, the stage 2 building will also have the topmost section of the building painted whiie (resene
20001 alabaster 8.5grl2 range).

9' That a minimum of 575 visitor parking spaces plus 80 staff spaces are to be provided on site.

10. That the western service vehicle access be sign posted as such to discourage non-service vehicle use of
the access.

ll.That the eastern service vehicle egress have a no-entry sign positioned in a location visible to
eastbound traffic on Ferry Road.

l2'That the existing solid median island on Ferry Road opposite the western site boundary be extended
along the Ferry Road centreline in an easterly direction to a point 20 metres east of the site's western
boundary.

13. That a solid median island be constructed on Ferry Road commencing at a point 5 meters east of the
eastem site boundary and extending along the Ferry Road centreline in an westerly direction for 33
metres.

14. Any costs associated with the design and construction of the traffrc management devices referred to
conditions 12 8.13 above are to be met by the applicant.

15.That the Humphreys Drive access be constructed and operational prior to any part of the buildings
comprising Stages 2 to 4 inclusive of the development being occupied by any tenant or owner.

16. That before any work is undertaken on street associated with conditions 12 & 13 above, the applicant
is to notifr the Councils City Streets manager in writing advising the work to be canied out and the
dates within which the work is to be conducted.

17. Should the value of the proposed work exceed $100,000, a financial contribution of 0.5o/o of the
assessed value of the development shall be paid atthe time the building consent is uplifted. No work is
able to be carried out until the financial contribution has been paid.

18.In addition to the fees paid for the processing of the application the applicant shall pay to the Council a
monitoring fee of $75.00. This monitoring fee covers the cost of setting up a monitoring programme
and carrying out a site inspection to ensure compliance with the conditions imposed. 'Where 

further site
inspections are required because of non-compliance with any of the conditions the Council may render
an account to the consent holder for additional monitoring fees at the rate of $60.00 per hour of the
time involved.

Note: This consent does not provide approval for any signage. Any proposed signage will need to satisff
the relevant planning provisions.
In relation to condition 7, the Council will at its own cost undertake additional planting of
Plagianthus divaricatus in this area.
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Reported and Recommended by:

DEcISToN: That the above

Area I)evelopment OffrceÈ

Planning Administration Manager:

Steve Goeldner, Senior Planner

be adopted.

Dare: zþ ßf zoot
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IN THE MATTER OF

A}[D

the Resource Management
Actl99I

IN THE MATTER OF PD Sloan

DECISION OF THE CIIRISTCHURCH CITY COT]NCIL

RMA 20003878

PD Sloan Cl-PruStevensAPPLICANT:

PROPOSÁ.L:

SITE DESCRIPTION:

DATE OF'HEARING:

PANEL MEMBERS:

An objection under Section 357, to two conditions of

a Resource Consent speciSring colour combinations

of building facades (Condition 8); and requiring a

financial contribution (Condition l7).

999Ferry Road

5 June 2003

Councillor Sue Wells

Councillor David Cox

Councillor Lesley Keast

INTRODUCTION

This is a decision on an objection to condition 8 and condition 77 of a Consent.

Condition 8 specified colour combinations for the building facades, and condition 77

required a financial contribution. Consent was granted on12 April 2001 for stages 3

and 4 to erect three retail buildings and associated landscaping and carparking. The

application site is located on the northern side of Ferry Rd and adjacent to Charlesworth

Reserve, which is zoned Conservation 14. The site itself is zoned Emplo¡rment 2

(Transitional Plan) and Business 4 (Proposed Plan).

+
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TI{T', HT'.ARING

Ms Pru Stevens appeared on behalf of PD Sloan. She advised the Panel that Mr Sloan

wished to withdraw his objection to condition 77, but that the objection to condition 8

remained.

The Panel first heard evidence from Ms Carey Barnett, Senior Planner with Boffa

Miskell and representing Christchurch City Council. Ms Barnett focused on the points

of difference between her report and that of Councils Urban Designer, Ms Janet Reeves.

Ms Reeves then presented her report, including visual material., noting that although the

condition encompassed all facades, it was the rear façade (faoing the Reserve) that was

the most important. She presented visual material indicating the type of colours that

could arise were the condition removed and concluded that the condition was necessary

to avoid adverse impacts on the adjacent reserve and public enjoyment of that reserve.

Ms Stevens presented her evidence contending that Council did not have the discretion

to impose such a condition. Thp resource consent had been required because of non-

compliances with traffic, and landscaping. There was also controls'over layout with

respect to parking, landscapinE, and adjacent activities or adjacent zones. Ms Stevens

advised that there would be sufficient landscaping as Mr Sloan had voluntarily

purchased land between his site and the Reserve, and this was protected by a

conservation covenant and would be planted. Ms Stevens subrnitted that none of the

non-compliances permitted inclusion of a condition on colours, and that in fact, there

were no direct controls on colour in the Business 4 zone. She also contended that Mr

Sloan had been unaware of the agreement of his representative to the colour condition

through the consent process.

There were differences of opinion over the appropriate assessment matters of the

Proposed City Plan to apply, with Ms Stevens and Ms Reeves relying upon 5.4.8 and

Ms Carey reþing upon 5.4.9 of Chapter 3 of Volume 3. Ms Stevens submitted that the

assessment matters did not provide for the reskiction of colour.
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DECISION

The Panel made no decision on the objection to condition 17 as it had been withdrawn.

In considering the objection to condition 8, the Panel noted that there is no provision for
the control of colour in the Business 3 and. 4 zones, and that Council did not have the

discretion to impose such a condition. The Panel also noted that the proposed

landscaping would fully mitigate any potential adverse effects on the Reserve, and that

this was the appropriate way to mitigate eflects, rather than through imposition of a

specified colour scheme. The Panel resolved to adopt the Planners Report confirming

the recommendation that condition 8 be deleted.

For the forgoing reasons the objection from PD Sloan to condition 8 specifizing colour

(RM420003878) is upheldpursuant to Section 357 of the Resource Management Act.

DATED THIS 1Od'DAY OF JTINE 2OO3

NR
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David Sloan 

999 Ferry Road, Christchurch 

  

 

 

 
Date last saved 14 / May / 12 09:50:00 

Appendix 4: Application Plans 
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David Sloan 

999 Ferry Road, Christchurch 

  

 

 

 
Date last saved 14 / May / 12 09:50:00 

Appendix 5: Record of Pre-Application Meeting 
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Pre Application Preparation and 
Meeting Record 
Site 

Address: 

 

999 Ferry Road 

  

Project 

Description: 

 

Rebuilding of supermarket - new site reconfiguration and 

addition of further retail development 

 

Meeting 

Date: 

04/02/2012 Meeting 

Duration: 

1 hour 

TRIM 
References: 

12/197897 Pre 
Application # 

Pre40000359 

 

Council 

Attendees: 

Name Role Time  

Nathan O’Connell Team Leader Planning 

Team 

.42 

Clifford Chai Planner .42 

Steve Miles Senior Urban Designer .32 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   
 

Applicant 

and Agent 
Attendees 

Name Role/Company Email Address 

Jeremy Phillips Novo Group jeremy@novogroup.co.nz 

David Sloan Property 

Owner/Applicant 

 

   

   

   

 

Council Specialist Assessment of application  

Name/Role: Comments/issues to be discussed in 

meeting (Building Code, City Plan, Heritage, 

Urban Design, SOL, Environmental Health) 

Date of 

assessment 

Nathan 

O’Connell 

Countdown will go back to the existing 

footprint if the proposed area size is too 

difficult 

04/02/2012 

 The biggest issue is the breach of the 10 metre 

setback 

 

   

Steve Miles The Ferry Road Master Plan aspires to make 

Ferry Road a place for pedestrian activity as 

04/02/2012 
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much as it is a channel for traffic. 

 Suggested by Steve to flip the building around 

180°. This will introduce activities along the 

road corridor. The shops will support levels of 

pedestrian activity along the road corridor. The 

presence of activity would contribute to 

attractiveness.  The double bus stop proposed 

by Environment Canterbury could provide a 

stream of passing foot traffic for shop owners 

as well so create potential for some functional 

synergy. 

 

 David opposes as the shops wont get leased as 

there are not enough carparks available. 

Tenants for the shops usually want 2 parks out 

the front 

 

 Council would not support an extensive, 

inactive wall along the road corridor which also 

breached the 10m set back. 

 

Existing situation with an inactive, blank wall 

and set back is also undesirable, but the 

presence of a set back is preferable to a similar 

proposal with no set back. 

 

Issue is that breaching the set back with a wall 

not only sets an undesirable precedent for 

other development along Ferry Road but the 

development will continue to draws in 

pedestrian activity away from the road, 

contributing to an ongoing loss of vitality. 

 

   

Clifford Chai The right turn onto Ferry Road may be difficult. 

There is another exit on Humphreys Road 

04/02/2012 

 There may be a plan change to parking 

requirements in the city plan 

 

 There are no problems with traffic and carparks  

   

 

Meeting Discussion and action points 

Minutes 
Attending: Nathan O’Connell, Clifford Chai, Steve Miles, Jeremy Phillips, David 

Sloan 

Time taken: 1500 – 1542 

 

Background from applicant: 

Countdown supermarket is being rebuilt  

The buildings footprint is increasing from the existing building 

Building is slightly closer to Ferry Road (6m) 

This layout is allowing for additional shops at the back of the building  

The Outline Development Plan (ODP) looks at retaining a 10m setback, access 

points, landscape, pedestrian access 

The proposed building is setback 6.8 from the road 

There is a large car park that they will contain  
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Action 

Points: 

Action Required/Recommended: By Whom: 

Do an assessment of the setback 

non-compliance. Urban Design may 

get involved with the visual and 

design issues 

Applicant 

Explore different options for building 

layout 

Applicant 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
Pre Application advice is given on the basis of information available at 

the time of the meeting. Please note that the provision of further 

information or changes in project scope may impact on this advice. 
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Chapter 15 - Commercial
 

          Revised Proposal – 8 April 2015 

 Page 17 of 224 

Activity  Activity specific standards  

 

Avonhead Mall ltd, #379, Specific relief; Marriner 

Investments No. 1 Ltd, #380, Specific Relief; 

Maurice Carter Charitable Trust, #385, Specific 

relief; Scentre (NZ) Ltd, #742, Specific Relief; TEL 

Property Nominees, #816, Schedule 1, Enclosure 

1; AMP Capital Palms PTY #814, Schedule 1, 

Enclosure 1; KI Commercial, #789, p8; NPT Ltd, 

#707, page 8/ para. 8; Terrace Development 

Services, #966, p18; Sloan, #934, page 7/ para. 8; 

The Crown, #495, p252; AMP Capital Investors 

(NZ) Ltd #1187, p7, 8] 

 

P12 Department store, 

Supermarket (where an 

individual tenancy is 

greater than 1,000m2) 

[CCC #310, p144/ para. 

29] 

b. Any development shall:  

i. comprise less than 500m² GFA at ground 

floor level; and 

ii. have a road frontage, defined as a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage, of less than 20 

metres; and 

iii. not be on a corner site with a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage. 

 

Key Pedestrian Frontages are defined on 

the Planning maps.  

(Refer to RD1, 15.2.2.3 for any development 

not complying with clause a). 

iv. The activity specific standards above shall 

not apply where the development is one of 

the following:  

a. new buildings or additions to buildings 

not visible from a Publicly accessible 

space; or 

b. the development is limited to repairs, 

maintenance, and seismic, fire and/or 

access building code upgrades. 
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Avonhead Mall ltd, #379, Specific relief; Marriner 

Investments No. 1 Ltd, #380, Specific Relief; 

Maurice Carter Charitable Trust, #385, Specific 

relief; Scentre (NZ) Ltd, #742, Specific Relief; TEL 

Property Nominees, #816, Schedule 1, Enclosure 

1; AMP Capital Palms PTY #814, Schedule 1, 

Enclosure 1; NPT Ltd, #707, page 8/ para. 8; 

Terrace Development Services, #966, p18; Sloan, 

#934, page 7/ para. 8; The Crown, #495, p252; AMP 

Capital Investors (NZ) Ltd #1187, p7, 8] 

P23 Retail Activity excluding 

Supermarket (where an 

individual tenancy is 

greater than 1,000m2 

GLFA) [CCC #310, p144/ 

para. 29] and Department 

store, unless otherwise 

specified 

 

a. Any development shall:  

i. comprise less than 500m² GFA at ground 

floor level; and 

ii. have a road frontage, defined as a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage, of less than 20 

metres; and 

iii. not be on a corner site with a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage. 

 

Key Pedestrian Frontages are defined on 

the Planning maps. 

(Refer to RD1, 15.2.2.3 for any development 

not complying with clause a). 

iv. The activity specific standards above shall 

not apply where the development is one of 

the following:  

A new buildings or additions to buildings 

not visible from a Publicly accessible 

space; or 

B the development is limited to repairs, 

maintenance, and seismic, fire and/or 

access building code upgrades. 

 

Avonhead Mall ltd, #379, Specific relief; Marriner 

Investments No. 1 Ltd, #380, Specific Relief; 

Maurice Carter Charitable Trust, #385, Specific 

P34 Trade supplier 

P45 Second-Hand Goods 

Outlet 

P56  Commercial Services  

P67  Entertainment Facility 

P78 Food and Beverage Outlet 

P89 Gymnasium 
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Activity  Activity specific standards  

relief; Scentre (NZ) Ltd, #742, Specific Relief; TEL 

Property Nominees, #816, Schedule 1, Enclosure 

1; AMP Capital Palms PTY #814, Schedule 1, 

Enclosure 1; NPT Ltd, #707, page 8/ para. 8; 

Sloan, #934, page 7/ para. 8; The Crown, #495, 

p252; AMP Capital Investors (NZ) Ltd #1187, p7, 8] 

 

b. a. Any activity shall have a maximum tenancy size 

of 500m2 GLFA in a Neighbourhood Centre. This 

clause does not apply to the Key Activity Centre at 

Spreydon or the Neighbourhood Centre at 

Ferrymead.  

P910 Offices  a. Any development shall:  

i. comprise less than 500m² GFA at ground 

floor level; and 

ii. have a road frontage, defined as a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage, of less than 20 

metres; and 

iii. not be on a corner site with a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage. 

[TEL Property Nominees, #816, Schedule 1, 

Enclosure 1] 

Key Pedestrian Frontages are defined on 

the Planning maps. 

(Refer to RD1, 15.2.2.3 for any development 

not complying with clause a). 

iv. The activity specific standards above shall 

not apply where the development is one of 

the following:  

A new buildings or additions to buildings 

not visible from a Publicly accessible 

space; or 

B the development is limited to repairs, 

maintenance, and seismic, fire and/or 

access building code upgrades. 

 

P1011 Guest Accommodation  
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Marriner Investments No. 1 Ltd, #380, Specific 

Relief; Scentre (NZ) Ltd, #742, Specific Relief; 

Sloan, #934, page 7/ para. 8; The Crown, #495, 

p252; AMP Capital Investors (NZ) Ltd #1187, p7, 8] 

 

b. Any activity shall be located above ground 

floor level, except for a pedestrian entrance 

including lobby and/or reception area 

associated with offices/ guest 

accommodation, which may be located at 

ground floor level. [Kiwi Property Management 

Ltd, #761, p14/ para. 32; Scentre (New Zealand) 

Limited, #742, p29; TEL Property Nominees, 

#816, Schedule 1, Enclosure 1] 

c. a, Any office activity shall have a maximum tenancy 

size of 500m2 GLFA in a Neighbourhood Centre. This 

clause does not apply to the Key Activity Centre at 

Spreydon. 

d. b. Any bedroom in guest accommodation must be 

designed and constructed to achieve an external to 

internal noise reduction of not less than 35 dB 

Dtr,2m,nTw+Ct
r. 

P1112 Community facility   

a. Any development shall:  

i. comprise less than 500m² GFA at ground 

floor level; and 

ii. have a road frontage, defined as a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage, of less than 20 

metres; and 

iii. not be on a corner site with a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage. 

 

Key Pedestrian Frontages are defined on 

the Planning maps. 

(Refer to RD1, 15.2.2.3 for any development 

not complying with clause a). 

P1213 Health care facility  

P1314 Education activity  

P1415 Pre-school 

P1516 Care facility 

P1617 Spiritual facility  
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iv. The activity specific standards above shall 

not apply where the development is one of 

the following:  

A new buildings or additions to buildings 

not visible from a Publicly accessible 

space; or 

B the development is limited to repairs, 

maintenance, and seismic, fire and/or 

access building code upgrades. 

 

[Avonhead Mall ltd, #379, Specific relief; Marriner 

Investments No. 1 Ltd, #380, Specific Relief; 

Maurice Carter Charitable Trust, #385, Specific 

relief; Scentre (NZ) Ltd, #742, Specific Relief; TEL 

Property Nominees, #816, Schedule 1, Enclosure 

1; AMP Capital Palms PTY #814, Schedule 1, 

Enclosure 1; NPT Ltd, #707, page 8/ para. 8; 

Sloan, #934, page 7/ para. 8; The Crown, #495, 

p252; AMP Capital Investors (NZ) Ltd #1187, p7, 8; 

Church Property Trustees, #793, p25, 26] 

 

b. Any activity shall have a maximum tenancy size 

of 500m2 GLFA in a Neighbourhood Centre, This 

clause does not apply to the Key Activity Centre 

at Spreydon. [The Crown #495, p242/ para. 34.3; 

TEL Property Nominees, #816, Schedule 1, 

Enclosure; Church Property Trustees, #793, p25, 

26] 

c. aAny pre-school, education activity, care facility or 

health care facility shall not be located in the air 

noise contour (50 dBA Ldn) identified on the 

planning maps  

P1718 Public Artwork a. Nil  

P1819 Public Transport Facility a. Nil  
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P1920 Residential Activity  a. Residential activity shall be located above 

ground floor level, located to the rear of 

activities P1 – P16 on the ground floor 

frontage to the street, excluding except  

i. for a any pedestrian entrance including lobby 

and/or reception area associated with residential 

activity, which may be located at ground floor 

level [The Crown, #495, p253] 

or  

ii. the frontage of 350 Colombo Street to 

Brougham Street and Buchan Street in 

Sydenham. [The Crown, #495, p266] 

and  

b. Any residential activity shall have a minimum net 

floor area (including toilets and bathrooms but 

excluding lobby and/or reception area, car 

parking, garaging and balconies) per unit of:  

i. Studio 35m²  

ii. 1 Bedroom 45m²  

iii. 2 Bedroom 70m²  

iv. 3 Bedroom 90m²  

c. Each residential unit shall be provided with:  

i. an outdoor service space of 3m2 and a waste 

management area of 2m2 per unit, each with a 

minimum dimension of 1.5 metres in either a 

private or communal area;  

ii. a single, indoor storage space of 4m3 with a 

minimum dimension of 1 metre.  

iii. any space designated for waste management, 

whether private or communal, shall not be 

located between the road boundary and any 

building and shall be screened from adjoining 

sites, roads, and adjoining outdoor living 

spaces by screening from the floor level of the 

waste management area to a height of 1.5 

metres.  

d. Each residential unit shall be provided with a 

single balcony an Outdoor Living Space with a 
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minimum area and dimension as set out in the 

following table, located immediately outside and 

accessible from an internal living area of the 

residential unit.  

 Type  Area  Dimension  

i. Studio, 1 

bedroom  

6m2  1.5 metres  

ii. 2 or 3 

bedroom 

10m2  1.5 metres  

iii. More than 3 

bedrooms  

15m2  1.5 metres  

e. Any bedroom must be designed and constructed 

to achieve an external to internal noise reduction 

of not less than 35 dB Dtr,2m,nTw+Ctr. 

f. Any residential activity shall not be located in 

the air noise contour (50 dBA Ldn) identified 

on the planning maps. [CCC, #310, p116/ para. 

2] 

P20 Activities P1 to P19 in 

Rule 15.2.2.1 in the 

Commercial Core zone 

at Sumner and 

Sydenham. 

a. For activities P1 to P16 any development shall: 

i. comprise less than 250m2 GFA at ground 

floor level; and 

ii. be located on a site without a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage on the Planning maps 

iii. The activity specific standards in clause a. 

above shall not apply where the 

development is one of the following:  

A new buildings or additions to buildings 

not visible from a Publicly accessible 

space; or 

B the width of the site is less than 6 

metres (excluding corner sites); or 

C the development is limited to repairs, 

maintenance, and seismic, fire and/or 

access building code upgrades 
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Clause a. replaces clause a. of the 

Activity specific standards for P1 to P16 

of rule 15.2.2.1. 

Refer to RD1, 15.2.2.3 for any 

development greater than 250m2 outside 

a Key Pedestrian Frontage, or with a Key 

Pedestrian Frontage.  

b. All other activity specific standards for P1 to 

P19 shall apply.  

P21 Emergency Service 

Facility 

 

[South Island Region 

Trust Board #785.21/ 23] 

a. NIL 

P22 Parking Lot a. NIL 

P23 Parking Building a. NIL 

P24 Key Structuring 
Elements identified on 
an ODP for the 
Commercial Core zones 
at Belfast, Ferrymead 
and North Halswell 
(Refer to 15.2.4 – 15.2.6)  

a. Development is to be in accordance with 

the Key Structuring Elements on the ODP 

 
15.2.2.2 Controlled activities 

 

There are no Controlled activities.  

 
15.2.2.3 Restricted discretionary activities 

 

The Activities listed below are Restricted Discretionary Activities. Activities RD3 to RD6 shall also 

comply with the Built Form Standards set out in Section 15.2.3. 
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Discretion to grant or decline consent and impose conditions is restricted to the Matters of Discretion 

set out in 15.8.1, 15.8.2 and 15.8.3 for each standard, as set out in the following table. 
 

 Activity The Council's discretion shall 

be limited to the following 

matters: 

RD1 Any Permitted Activity listed in Rule 15.2.2.1 that 

does not comply with one or more of the Activity 

specific standards for permitted activities P1 – P20 

P24 unless specified under Rule 15.2.2.4 

(Discretionary activities). 

[The Crown, #495, page 257] 

Rule 15.2.3.3 shall not apply to any activity subject 

to this rule.  

 

Any application arising from non-compliance with 

this rule will not require written approvals and shall 

not be limited or publicly notified.  

a. Urban Design Matters – 

15.8.1.  

b. For residential activity - 

15.8.2.3 and  

Activity at Ground Floor Level 

– 15.8.2.2  

[The Crown, #495, page 257] 

 

RD2 Any Permitted Activity that does not meet one or 

more of the Built Form Standards in 15.2.3 or 

Area specific standards in 15.2.4 – 15.2.98, 

unless otherwise specified. 

 

Refer to relevant Built form standard for 

provisions regarding notification and written 

approval. [Christchurch City Council, #310, 

p144/ para. 30] 

a. Maximum Building Height – 

15.8.3.1 

b. Minimum Floor to Ceiling 

Heights between Ground 

and First Floors - 15.8.3.2  

c. Minimum Building Setback 

from Road Boundaries/ 

Street scene – 15.8.3.3 

d. Minimum Building Setback 

from the Boundary with a 

Residential Zone – 15.8.3.4 

e. Sunlight and Outlook at 

Boundary with a Residential 

Zone – 15.8.3.5 

f. Outdoor Storage Areas – 

15.8.3.6 

g. Waste management areas– 

15.8.3.7 

h. Landscaping and Trees – 

15.8.3.87 
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 Activity The Council's discretion shall 

be limited to the following 

matters: 

i. Water supply and access 

for fire fighting – 15.8.3.9 

[The Crown, #495, p257, 

258] 

j. Refer to 15.2.4.3 to 15.2.8.3 

for the matters of 

discretion for a non-

compliance with area 

specific standards. 

RD3 Yard-based supplier 

 

Any application arising from non-compliance 

with this rule will not require written approvals 

and shall not be limited or publicly notified. 

a. Centre Vitality and Amenity 

– 15.8.2.54 

RD4 Service Station 

 

Any application arising from non-compliance 

with this rule will not require written approvals 

and shall not be limited or publicly notified. 

RD5 Drive-through Services 

 

Any application arising from non-compliance 

with this rule will not require written approvals 

and shall not be limited or publicly notified. 

a. Centre Vitality and Amenity 

– 15.8.2.54 

a. Nuisance – 15.8.2.65 

RD6 Emergency Service Facilities 

[South Island Region Trust Board #785, p16; 

The Crown #495, p256, 257] 

RD7

6 

The creation of any surface water management 

structure within 3 kilometres of the outer edge 

of the runways at Christchurch International 

Airport.  

b. Surface water 

management structures 

and Birdstrike Risk – 

15.8.3.14 
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 Activity The Council's discretion shall 

be limited to the following 

matters: 

 

Compliance with Rule RD7, 15.2.2.3 is not 

required if a resource consent (Subdivision 

and/or land use) provides for the same non-

compliance on the site proposed for the 

activity.  

 

Any application arising from non-compliance 

with this rule will only require written approval 

from Christchurch International Airport 

Limited. 

RD6 Any development not complying with a Key 

Structuring Element on an ODP listed in the 

area specific rules (15.2.4 – 15.2.9) 

 

a. For Belfast 15.2.4.3.1 

b. For Ferrymead 15.2.5.3.1 – 

15.2.5.3.2 

c. For North Halswell 15.2.6.3 

RD7  Any Activities listed as P2 - P9, P11 - P16 P3 – P9 

in 15.2.2.1 that are located in Neighbourhood 

Centres (other than Key Activity Centres or the 

Neighbourhood Centre at Ferrymead) and exceed 

500m2 GLFA and P103 – P11 in 15.2.2.1 that are 

located in Neighbourhood Centres (other than Key 

Activity Centres) and exceed 500m2 GLFA at 

ground floor level. [Environment Canterbury, 

#342, p5/ para. 12] This rule also applies to 

activities P2 - P9 and P11 - P16 (Rule 15.2.2.1) 

in Sumner and Sydenham that exceed 500m2 

GLFA at ground floor level. 

 

Any application arising from non-compliance with 

this rule will not require written approvals and shall 

not be limited or publicly notified.  

a. Maximum Tenancy Size– 

15.8.2.1 

b. Centre Vitality and Amenity - 

15.8.2.54 

 
15.2.2.4 Discretionary activities 
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